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•MPAC lecture

US-Cuban relations called 'viciously
col

d'

By Beverly A. Gabe

was an ever present enemy," Landau
said.
Then,in 1962,a trade embargo
on Cuba was enforced. At least 50
With the guns from Desert Storm still
percent of all the exported sugar from
warm, Saul Landau, Cuban political
ana- Cuba was destined for the
United
lyst, discussed Friday whether Cuba
would States. According to a stud
y
by
be the next target for the U.S. armed force
s. John Hopkins University, busiFriday at Hauck Auditorium,Saul Landau,
nesses in the United States are
addressed acrowd ofabout 100 with his lectu
re, missing out on $750 million in trade
"U.S. Foreign Policy Today: Is Cuba Next
?"
opportunities each year because of
Sponsored by the Maine Peace Action
the embargo.
Committee,Landau is an award-winning writ"Castro went to the United States
and
er and filmmaker whose works have appeared
explained the revolution to Vice Pres
ident
on MPBN,the CBS show,and "60 Minutes.
" Nixon, afterwards Nixon said
to President
Since Castro overturned the Cuban dicEisenhower,'This man is a rotten com
mutatorship ofFulgencio Batista in 1959,whic
h nist, we have to get him off our
hands,—
the United States supported,the United State
s Landau said.
has had a hostility towards Cuba.
The resulting Cuban missile crisis and
"You can't do anything in this hemiBay of Pigs incident further increased
tensphere without getting permission," Land
au sion between the United States
and Cuba.
said.
According to Landau,there has been cont
inThe Cuban Revolution led by Castro
ued isolation and propaganda towards Cuba
represented all Cuba was able to do. Liter
a- since these events.
cy among teenagers rose as a result of the
"The CIA has tried many times to assas
revolution, this group then went out and
sinate Castro, the closest they came was
a
educated people in the country. The infan
t perverse poison," Landau said.
mortality rate fell to a point below the rate in
Chocolate milkshakes were a popular
Washington D.C..
beverage of Castro's,each night he woul
d
"Cuba was getting good,it was becoming
get a shake. According to Landau
the
a developed country, but the United State
s CIA heard of this and contacted the
barStaff Writer

Wierrie Melodies'

tion: 1sland,125 miles
on:(1990 est.) 1 . million.
nt Communist state led by President Fl
ution overthrowing US-backed Batis
ta regime in
Cubans emigrated to the US after
Castro took
gram ofsweeping economic and soca
l changes.
Major
rces: Sugar(75% ofexports), tobacco,
tourism.
Cuba has resisted the social and econ
omic reforms that have taken
place in thc USSR and other communis
t countries. Recently, as
Soviet aid has dwindled, the country
has experienced severe
economic difficulties.
Statistics from ma 1992 World Alman
ac

Maine Campus graphic by Shawn
Anderson.
tender who made the shakes.
The CIA gave the bartender the vial
of
poison to put into the drink but the vial
froze
to the side of the ice cream container
while
it was in the freezer. The bartender coul
d not
get the poison into he drink without caus
ing
quite a commotion in front of Castro's body
guards so the attempt failed.
Landau cited three reasons why the U.S.
'
would not invade Cuba.
"First,they could hurt us. Second,ther
e
are too many Cubans in the United
States
who would not want a war with their
families back home. Third, it woul
d be a

long war," he said.
Landau said the United States was at the
end of an era and other countries are maki
ng
a fortune in Cuba. Landau said he does
n't
think the United States and Cuba will
resolve their political differences for
monetary gains.
"There have been only two exceptio
ns
to hostility since Castro gained powe
r in
1959; the Carter administration and
Henry
Kissenger's secret talks with Castro.
With
those exceptions the United Stat
es has
maintained viciously cold relations
with
Cuba," Landau said.

•Profile

RA's life filled with
many demands, benefits
By Tracey H. White

and I wanted to see if I could deal
with their problems," she said.
Martin finds confronting peo"Everyone always knows ple to be
one of the hardest parts of
where you are, and what you're
thejob because they may be friends
doing,"said Angela Martin an R.A. and
are people she has to live with.
in Penobscot Hall.
"They have to remember I have
If this sounds like a good life, a job
to do," Martin said."But it's
the position ofa Residential Assis- usual
ly not hard to make friends."
tant at the University of Maine
Jessica Wyman,a UMaine stumay be for you.
dent said "Some [R. A.s] are too
"When you come in at mid- strict
and some aren't. It's theirjob
night,there are people at your door and
you want them to do it well."
wanting to know where you've
"In this dorm they're too strict,"
been," Martin said."It's hard when said Jenn
ifer Ryan,a first-year stuyou want to go to a party or some- dent
.
thing, you have to remember you
Georgette Jones said "R.A.'s
are an R.A., and a role model for tend
to gang up on you at times."
students."
—They act like the Hitler youth,"
These are some of the difficul- UMai
ne student Mike Bradley said.
ties of being an R.A., but the job "The
y tend to take their power too
does have its benefits.
seriously. They shouldn't follow
One major factor which influ- the rules
to the letter. What goes
ences students to take on this part- arou
nd comes around."
time or full-time job is the free
On the policy of writing sturoom and board they receive.
dents up,Martin said she'll only do
"That can't be your only reason it if she
or another R.A. has given
for taking thejob," said Laura Thi- them
prior warning or if it is a
beault, who chose to become an reall
y bad situation.
R.A. in order to meet new people.
When someone is written up a
"The people are the best part," repor
t is written consisting of the
she said.
problem, time, and what was said.
Martin agreed, she chose the Those
involved are asked to sign
job, because she wants to become the
paper and from there the Resia child psychologist.
dent Director takes over.
"I like working with people,
Scc RA's on page 15
Volunteer Writer

The University Singers perform at
The Maine Center for the Arts Sunday
evening as part of
a holiday celebration.(Baer photo.)

•Air travel panel

Economics of air travel to be
topic of panel discussion Tuesday
By Matt Wickenheiser

The topic of discussion will
"The study will benefit busicenter on the economics ofair travel ness
, industry, tourism, health,
in state, out of state, and out of the welf
are, and safety," Dennison
Tomorrow there will be a panel country.
said. "Many airports will be rediscussion that's up in the air—
Maine has been concentrating ceiving
rehabilitation, which will
about airports, specifically.
on a two year study which has be
creating jobs."
The discussion is about alter- evaluated the
master plan for each
"Portland is extending the
native forms of transportation in of the
public airports in the state to major airst
rip to accommodate a
Maine and it will take place at 100 see how
these airports operate,how larger plan
e," Dennison said
Neville from 7 to 9 p.m. It is the they can
work together, and how "Work is also
being done to create
project ofCarol Dennison,a senior they can
learn from each other to
civil engineering major.
Scc AIRPORT on page 14
increase efficiency.
Staff Writer

NewsBriefs

• Panel recommends cnanges iii51.ci Le uulcau‘g cmy
• Reporter leaks information to rival newspaper
• Additional unemployment benefits bill passes

•Bureaucratic changes

•Journalism

Study panel firms up final
recommendations on restructuring

Boston Globe reporter suspended for
leaking information about salaries

1

2

AUGUSTA (AP) — A panel that has studied Maine state
government for six
BOSTON(AP)— A Boston Globe reporter who admitted leaking information
months is finning up final recommendations that call for
fundamental changes in the
competing newspaper about a salary increase given to colleague was suspended
a
to
bureaucracy and the way services are delivered.
for
two
weeks without pay Tuesday.
The 22-member Special Commission on Governmental
Restructuring planned to
Peter
J.
Howe
admitted anonymously faxing news to the Boston Herald on Nov. 15 that
approve its final report Friday and forward it to Gov.
John R. McKernan and legislative a black reporter, Renee Graham,had received a raise
to keep her from leaving the Globe for
leaders by Dec. 16.
positi
a
on
with
the
New
Times.
York
In a 71-page draft report that is not expected to under
go substantial change, the
Most Globe employees haven't received raises since their contract expired on Dec. 31,
commission recommends changes in the state's budgeting
process,a consolidation ofsome 1990. but a Globe spokesman said reporters,
both whites and minorities, have been offered
offices and the creation of new departments to replace the
existing departments of Human raises in the past to persuade them not
leave
to
the newspaper.
Services and Mental Health.Other proposals would shrink
the size ofthe Legislature, merge
The
contro
versy
was
made
public
Herald and other news organizations,
by
the
the Maine Maritime Academy into the state university syste
m and replace the existing 10- prompting an angry response from minori report
ty
ers at the Globe and an apology from
member, citizen Board of Environmental Protection
with a three-member professional Howe, who complained
newsp
the
aper
went
witch
on
"a
hunt" to track down the source of
board.
the
leak.
The report contains about 80 recommendations, most of
them aimed at redesigning state
Howe met Tuesday with editor John S. Driscoll, who imposed the two-week suspen
services rather than eliminating them.
sion.
Globe spokesman Richard Gulla said.

•Canadian economics

WorldDigest

Manitoba blasted on its
economic record
WINNIPEG, Manitoba (AP) — The opposition
blasted the Manitoba government Friday for its economic record and accused Premier Gary Filmon and his
cabinet of failing to help lift the province out of the recess
ion.
NDP Opposition Leader Gary Filmon saictthe govern
ment's economic strategy of relying on the private sector
had
failed and pointed to MacLeod-Stedman Inc., a Winnepegbased hardware chain, where he said jobs have been
lost
despite government support.
He said 120 new jobs were supposed to be created with the
help of a $1.5 million (Canadian)loan from the province
this
year."A year ago there were 117jobs in the warehouse,there
are now 25," said Doer.

3

•Unemployment

Benefits for jobless
WASHINGIUN (AP) — About 200,000 jobless
Americans in 23states are eligible for additional benefits.
The additional measure was worked out by Congress
after several senators protested that their states were getting shortshrift in the unemployment benefits bill that became law Nov
15
The earlier unemployment bill Bush approved was a $5.3
billion package to give further jobless benefits to people
who
have used up the 26 weeks they were allowed under the old
law.
The bill he signed Wednesday improves on that to
give all
eligible people 13 extra weeks, instead of only six weeks
that
would have been extended to those in the 23 states.

4

•Raids

Horse raceways raided
MONTREAL(AP)— Teams of provincial police
officers raided several raceways Friday, capping an
investigation into alleged cases of fixed harness races,
doping and money laundering by organized groups.
Among the locations targeted was Montreal's Blue Bonnets raceway.
Police said the management at the raceway in Montreal's
west end cooperated with police.
The police statement also said detectives discovered that
about 40 percent of horse owners used pseudonyms.
Police also allege that:
•Organized groups influenced the outcome of some races;
• Groups used front people to place bets for them at
different raceways and had them collect winnings so they
couldn't be traced to the groups;
•Drugs wiTre used to enhance the performance ofsome horses.

5

•Jailbreak

•Foreign relations

Police search for escaped South African President
convict from Maryland's F.W. de Klerk to vis
it
top-security prison
Soviet Union next week
BALTIMORE (AP) — A convicted murderer
serving a life sentence escaped from his cell by fleein
g
along prison rooftops before dropping to the groun
d
using a rope made of cloth. He remained at large
Sunday.
Harold Dean,40,broke out through an 8-inch by
14-inch
window at the downtown Maryland Correctional
Adjustment Center on Saturday afternoon, said Gregory
Shipley,
a state prison spokesman.
It was the first escape from Maryland's top
-security
lockup, nicknamed Supermax, which was design
ed for
problem prisoners.
Dean maneuvered through rolls of razor-sharp
barbed
wire on the roof, using either blankets or a jacket
to pad his
way. The breakout was discovered, perhaps as
long as an
hour after it happened. when a guard noticed cloth
fragments on the wire.
The prisoner used a jury-rigged rope made of
cloth to
lower himself 15 feet to the ground. A trail of blood
indicated
he cut himself on the wire despite the cloth padding.

6

MOSCOW (AP) — South African President
F.W. de Klerk will visit the Soviet Union on an
official visit beginning Dec. 13, Foreign Minist
ry
spokesman Vitaly Churkin said Friday.
Churkin said he expected de Klerk to raise the issue
of
restoring diplomatic ties between the two countr
ies. They
were cut by Moscow in the 1950's to protes
t South Africa's
laws of racial separation, called aparth
eid.
De Klerk's visit, organized at South Africa
's request, is
possible because of the positive chang
es there, Churkin
said.
He was referring to the repeal of aparth
eid laws and
Pretoria's move toward negotiations
with the African National Congress and other groups on
a constitution that
would give the black majority a nation
al vote.
The Soviet government was the
principal backer of the
ANC and its guerrilla campaign
against South Africa's
white minority government. The
ANC is regarded as the
official representative of South Africa
in Moscow.
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•Pluralism

Universities trying to deal with diversity in populati

ons

By Kurt Thiede
Volunteer Writer

African-Americans, women, and Native
Americans all living together in an inclus
ive
society, contributing to each other's knowl
edge oftheir individual cultures and diversity.
This is pluralism,just one way ofdealing with
the diversity which is present in virtual
ly
every campus across the nation.
Throughout the country,universities have
to deal with diverse ethnic populations as they
become more evident in the world today.
According to a recent study done by the
Population Reference Bureau,by the late 21st
Century, whites will make up less than halfof
the American population.
What this means to college carnpuses is an
increase in the enrollment of people with
diverse ethnic backgrounds into an already
rich multicultural setting.
The problems which need to be solved
manifest themselves as more than just cornmon racism,such as name calling and taunting.
They include crimes against homosexuals and
out right discrimination against women.
Some campuseschoose to ignore this surge
in diversity on campus and make no changes
in their curriculum to aid their diverse cultures. This can breed contempt as different
groups are denied recognition and forced in
along with the mainstream,
"By denying the problem, we don't make

it disappear," said Suzanne Estler,director of studen
ts are keys to the pluralistic image,"
"Our schools and colleges have a responsiEqual Opportunity and the vice president of Watki
ns said.
bility
to teach historYfor its own sake—as part
the Council on Pluralism at the [Maine.
This issue can hardly be addressed with- of the intelle
ctual equipment of civilized per"We must deal with the topic of diversity in out talking
about Pluribus and Unum. Pluri- sons — and not
to degrade history to be dictattheopen.Thisistheonly way torelievethetension bus has
to do with such values as freedom, ed by pressu
re groups, whether political, ecocreated between ethnic groups," she said
individuality, and diversity. Unum includes nomic
,religious or ethnic. The past may someEstler also said other universities have authority, confor
mity and commonality.
times give offense to one or another minority:
decided they cannot afford to ignore the probInthe issue ofpluralism,these two values are that is
no reason for rewriting history."
lem,such as the University of Wisconsin and at consta
nt odds with one another.Some educaThis was in response to the claims ofsome
Rutgers. These institutions then act as role tors believ
e you mustfind a balance between the African-American
professors to change the
models for other universities like those in two ideals
in order for pluralism to work.
history books for the sake of self esteem.
California and Maine.
One such person is Carlos E. Cortes, proEstler said she believes rendering a race
A Council on Pluralism was set up at fessor of Histor
y at the University of Califor- invisible is damaging
to one's selfesteem and
UMaine after it was recommended a compre- nia-Riversid
e and renowned Humanist.
our current books are guilty of such a charge
hensive plan be developed for the campus by
—The challenge for college campuses is to
Estler said much of the resistance towards
a system wide commission on pluralism,
create a climate in which temporary Pluribus plural
ism stems from the safety we have come
"The council was envisioned well over a isolationism
and continuous Unum integra- to know as white Ameri
cans. Changes mean
year ago in response to clear discrepancies tion operate
in a mutually constructive fash- someone giving up
something to make way for
which exist on the UMaine campus with rela- ion," Cortes
said.
new ideals. An aspiring young professor may
tion to discrimination and racism," Estler said.
There are those who question the idea of not get a certai
n position because there must be
The 32-member council is made of a separating the
masses.
more
wome
n
higher
up in the university.
diverse group of individuals which includes
"Will the melting pot give way to the
Those who have become comfortable in
faculty, students, and professionals. Only in Tower
of Babel?" asked Arthur Schlesinger certain positi
ons will have to make way for
its second year, the program is still fairly new in his
study on the disuniting of America.
minori
ties
and
women.This, Estler said, may
and only in the planning stages.
Schlesinger said he fears die melting pot cause feelin
gs
of
uneasiness for some.
Julia M. Watkins, the dean of the College that once
welcomed every nationality will
No
matter
how
you view the topic, it is
of Behavioral Sciences and the chairperson of sudden
ly become the brew from which tw- definitely one
that
is
here to stay. In a world
the Pluralism Council at UMaine sees educa- moil will
spread. Instead of being one people where busine
ss
is
conduc
ted daily with memdon as the strategy for obtaining a truly plural- united
under the common name American, bers of variou
s ethnic backgrounds,it is imporistic institution,
we will retain all nationalistic ties and form tant
to learn how to deal with diverse cultures.
"Curricula which speaks to the issues of a out own ethnic
groups.
"The
gain of pluralism is that we'll be
diverse and changing world, and an equally
On the topic ofcurriculum,changes in the better prepar
ed to interact with a diverse
diverse faculty to act as role models for the subjec of
t history he writes:
world," Watkins said.

•Cancer

Taking aspirin may cut risk ofcolon cancer in half
By Daniel Q. Haney

The findings, part of a study that began 10
years ago, were published in Thursday's
New England Journal of Medicine,
BOSTON(AP)— People who regularly
A smaller study released recently by
take aspirin nearly cut in half their risk of Bosto
n University researchers came to a
colon cancer, the nation's second leading simila
r conclusion.
cancer killer, a major study concludes.
Many people are already taking aspiThe finding, if true, means this common rin routin
ely to prevent heart disease.
medicine could be an important weapon Studi
es have shown that an aspirin every
against both cancer and heart disease, the other day
cuts the heart attack risk nearly
two most common fatal diseases.
in half, too.
The latest study found that men and
"If people are, on the advice of their
women who took aspirin at least 16 times a physic
ians, already taking an aspirin every
month had a 40 percent lower risk of dying other
day for heart disease,it is also possible
from colon cancer than did non-users.
that they may be reducing risk of colon
The research was conducted on 662,424 cancer,"
said Dr. Michael J. Thun, who
people by the American Cancer Society. directed
the study.
AP Science Writer
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However, he and others believe considerably more research is needed to obtain
evidence strong enough to advise people to
take aspirin solely to prevent cancer.
"It is certainly plausible," commented
Dr. Peter Greenwald of the National Cancer
Institute. "This is a well-done study."
Colon cancer kills about 50,000 Amen cans annually making it second only to lung
cancer.
Aspirin stops heart attacks by preventing
blood clots from forming. But how it might
prevent death from colon cancer is unclear.
Among-the theories:
-Aspirin reduces the body's production
of substances called prostaglandins, which
make cells grow. Prostaglandins might also

be involved in tumor growth.
-Aspirin might somehow improve the
body's natural immune defenses against
colon cancer.
-Aspirin could make colon cancer bleed,
so people seek treatment earlier, when the
chance of cure is better.
The study was based on people who
filled out questionnaires in 1982. Researchers compared the risk of dying of colon
cancer of those who regularly took aspirin
and those who did not.
The researchers said a variety of other
factors that could influence cancer, such as
diet, obesity and family history of the disease, did not account for the lower risk
among aspirin users.

Even Santa's on a Budget
This Christmas!
That's Why He's Stopping by Dr Records!
"Check out the Doc's great
prices—they'll sleigh you!"
- Santa

Dr. Records
20 Main Street, Orono•866-7874•OpertFriday Evenings

Until 8pm
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I • Kennedy Smith trial continues, Senator Ken

nedy testifies

•Economy

Commerce Department says US recovery really
w

WASHINGTON (AP) — The United
States struggled out ofrecession in the sprin
g,
butthe recovery weakened in the summer
and
is stumbling further now,the governme
nt said
Wednesday in reports indicating more
troubles for the economy.
The Commerce Department reported that
the gross domestic product edged up
at an
anemic annual rate of 1.7 percent from
July
through September.
That was significantly below an
earlier
reported rate of 2.5 percent for the quart
er,
reflecting the fact that consumer spending
was
weaker than previously estimated.
The Federal Reserve said a survey of business conditions around the country in Octo
ber
and November "suggested flagging mome
n-

turn" with consumer spending, const
ruction
activity and factory production all suffe
ring.
President Bush pledged to put forward
a
"new action program"in his State ofthe
Union
address which he said would present to
Congress a "common-sense set of economic
reforms."
Congress begins hearings on Thursday on
a variety of tax cut measures as both Demo
crats and Republicans ready economic
slimulus packages in advance of the 1992 presi
dential elections.
"No one should be complacent about the
sluggish economy or stubborn unemploy
merit rate,"the presidentsaid in a speech
to the
American Enterprise Institute,
The administration continued to insist that

eak

the country has definitely emerged from the
1990-91 recession although they conceded
that the recovery so far has been disappointing.
"We think the economy is very slow, very
sluggish," said presidential spokesman Marlin Fitzwater."I think everybody understands
that the economy has real problems."
Private analysts were _even more pessimistic, saying that after two quarters of subpar growth, the country could very easily
pitch back into a full-fledged recession during
the current October-December period,
Wednesday's report marked the first time
the government has emphasized the gross
domestic product,after a halfcentury of using
the gross national product to gauge the nation's economic health. Most other major

industrial countries use the GDP.
The difference is that the GDP meas
ures
only goods and services produced
inside
America's borders while the GNP
also included profits that American
companies
earned from their overseas subsidiari
es.
Private economists have enthusiast
ically
supported the change from GNP to
GDP,
saying it will serve as a better guide to
economic conditions inside the United State
s.
Analysts said the new figures gave a
more
accurate reflection of how they believe
the
economy actually has performed since
the
recession began in July 1990.
The report showed that the GDP expa
nded at a barely perceptible annual rate
of 0.2
percent in theJuly-September quarter of
1990.

•Society

Women twice as likely to have first child wh

ile single than in past

WASHINGTON(AP)— Today's wom
- survey found.
"than by entering a potentially unstable had
en are almost twice as likely to have
a first
changed their ideas about babies
In the late 1960s, more than half
and
the marriage undertaken solely to prevent
child out of wedlock than those of 20
an marriage.
years pregnant single women married
befo
re
the out-of-wedlock birth," said the report's
ago, the Census Bureau said Tuesday.
au"It's not necessarily seen as an
birth. In the late 1980s,about one in four
ecodid. thor, Amara Bachu.
A survey showed about one out of ever
nomic and social disaster if a woman
y
Census Bureau researchers didn't ask
has
four initial births in the late 1980s
Unpublished Census Bureau numbers a
were to why women decided against
child out of marriage," said Carl
Haub
marr
,
iage
.
The
showed a pregnant, unmarried woman
unmarried women. In the late 1960
is demographer at the Population
s, only agency's report speculated
Refe
the
renc
reas
e
on
may
about one in seven first babies were
less likely to get married before the birth
if Bureau, a Washington research
born be economic.
group."It
she is poor or lacks a high-school educatio
outside of marriage. Women are far
n, may well be if they have careers
less
Some women may believe they'd
of their
be
she said.
likely to marry before the baby is born
, the better off relying on parents
own, they can afford to have a child
and relatives
outOthers said the numbers showed peop
le side of marriage."

•PIZZA OVEN•
"Pizza Oven Pizza is Brain Food
."
7
Buy One...
Get One FREE /
Buy one ruuiHLzu, /
get one of equal or
lesser value for FREE /
(limited to 3
toppings) Limit 1
:coupon per
customer per /
order. Expires
January
15th
Ll 991

X

Manager's
Special

Two ( 41 Medium
\ single Topping
pizzas Only
$9.95 + tax
Limit one
coupon per
order. Expires
January 15th,
991
J

Earn $12,000
Next Summer
By Acting Now!
College hu Painter oilers a unique chance for
highly motivated students
seeking a challenging and rewarding summer
job. By pining our team, you II
he awarded a one-year franchise, trained in
management techniques, and provided with ciinsultation and support throu
ghout the summer
Operating a College Pm franchise is one of
the few truly entrepreneurial
experiences available to college students—t
he experience is priceless and the
average earnings for our UMaine student
participants exceeded $12,000 in 1991!
(Previous experience in painting isn't even
required!) Summer Management
positions are now available—don't let this
opportunity pass you by!

Information Session
Tuesday, December 10, 7:00 pm
1912 Room, Memorial Union

[College Pro
}bur reliahli'
home painters

"The Best Piece in Town!"
154 Park Street• Orono•866-5505

For mon intomunon, call Sean
O'Conner at (617) 391-7366
or College Pros Home Office at
,
1 900-346-460
An Equal Opportunity Employer

•Kennedy Smith trial

Senator Kennedy testifies in. Kennedy Smith trig

WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP)
-"Did you hear any screams?" she asked.
William Kennedy Smith wept Friday as his
"No, I did not," he replied.
uncle,Sen. Edward Kennedy,testified at his
"I wish I'd gone for a long walk on the
trial, praising their family's closeness and
beach instead but we went to Au Bar," he said.
denying he heard screams on the night a
He said the only reason he suggested
woman says she was raped.
going out was that there had been emotional
Kennedy's son Patrick later was called to convers
ation with family members who had
testify, and gave a slightly different account not
been together since Stephen Smith's
of the events of the early morning hours of
death and "I couldn't sleep."
March 30 than he gave in pretrial testimony.
"A whole range of memories came in an
The 31-year-old Smith sat with tears overwhelming
wave ofemotion," he said."I
streaming down his face as Kennedy fin- couldn't
possibly sleep and I saw my nephished a brief viitness-stand appearance by ew Will and Patrick
go by the glass windows
recalling Smith's late father as "next to a
brother to me."
The Massachusetts Democrat also appeared near tears as he spoke of the family's
tragic history and the death ofStephen Smith
in August 1990. The comments were elicited
by Smith's lawyer,Roy Black,after the prosecutor questioned the senator about the Easter weekend outing that led to the rape charge.
Smith's accuser testified Thursday that past the patio. I went to
the door and called
she futilely screamed for help as she lay on out...I needed to talk
to Patrick or Will."
the Kennedy lawn while Smith held her
Smith is charged with sexual battery and
down and raped her under the light ofthe full battery on a Ronda woman
he met that night
moon She said she had seen Kennedy on the at Au Bar.
estate grounds minutes before and hoped he
Kennedy said he met the woman for "a
would rush to her aid.
very briefintroduction" when Smith brought
"Did you hear anything at all that night at her over to meet-him at the
nightclub. "It
the Kennedy estate?"asked prosecutor Moira lasted maybe 10 seconds"
and he made no
Lasch.
judgment on whether she was intoxicated.
"No, I did not," Kennedy said firmly.
Black asked first about Kennedy securi-

ty guard William Barry, who was at the quential conversation but not
a pleasant one."
estate that weekend. Kennedy said Barry
Patrick, a Rhode Island lawmaker, was
was a-"very special" friend and "He was accompanied that night
by a friend, Michele
with my brother (Robert) when he died."
Cassone,who later claimed that when they got
"Steve Smith was Will's father...Very to the estate the senator was
wandering around
special," he said."Next to a brother to me. I the house wearing a shirt
and no pants.
lost a brother in the war. When Jean married
Kennedy did not address that issue directSteve we had another brother and when ly but said he had gotten
ready for bed when
Steve was gone something left all of us he went down to say
good night to Patrick.
when we buried him."
He has said he was wearing a nightshirt.
Kennedy's testimony was at odds with
The next morning, Kennedy said, there
other prosecution witnesses concerning the was no mention of any sexual
encounter. He
time the group arrived at and left Au Bar. He said he knew that police
came by that weekend to inquire about an urn that was stolen,
but he said he never saw them. Smith's
accuser says she took the urn to prove she
had been at the estate.
Mrs. Lasch asked when Kennedy first
found out about the sexual assault allegation, but the answer was blocked by a defense objection that it was irrelevant. The
judge sustained the objection, effectively
said he never keeps track of time when he's halting an inquiry into prosecut
ion claims
on vacation.
that Kennedy obstructed justice by leaving
He also contradicted the testimony of town without talking to police.
witness Anne Mercer, a friend of the 30Late Friday, a nervous Patrick Kennedy
year-old accuser, who said Kennedy was was called to testify and
changed his pretrial
rude to her at the bar and told her, "You account of when the group
went nightclubdon't know anything about world politics." bing. He said he thinks
the clock at the
"I introduced my son, who I'm very proud Kennedy estate was wrong, explaini
ng why
of, as Representative Patrick Kennedy," he he and his father gave earlier
times than other
recalled. "She said, `Am I supposed to be witnesses. He said the electrici
ty had gone
impressed?'...It was a very briefand inconse- out at some point and stopped
the clocks.

"I wish I'd gone for a long walk on the beach
instead, but we went to Au Bar."
—Senator Edward Kennedy

•Accident

House of Pizza
Old Town Plaza • Next to YMCA

827-6144
Two 10" medium
Cheese Pi77as
only

r

1 large 16" Cheese Pizza
& 2 12 oz. Pepsi
only

$4.50

$4.99

Fat in or Take-out
Delivery 504 per order
Expires 12/20/91

Eat in or Take-out
Delivery 506 per order
Expires 12/20/91

JL

Graduate Assistantship
Available for Spring '92
If you are currently enrolled in the
graduate school and interested in
becoming a Residential Director
for Spring '92, contact ResLife.
(For a job description and more
information, contact Residential Life
at 103 Hilltop Commons 581-4584).

Two skiers stranded for 40
minutes at Cannon Mt in NH
FRANCONIA, N.H. (AP) — Cannon
Mountain ski area reopened for business as
usual Sunday after a freak accident shut
down a lift and stranded 60 skiers.
The skiers were evacuated safely from
the lift after a gust of wind swung an empty
chair into a lift tower at the state-operated
area Saturday.
Two skiers trapped on the lift for 40
minutes were lowered by rope. Kate Harding, 17, of Bethlehem and Gwen Albee, 18,
of Hudson were treated for minor frostbite
and hypothermia.
Phil Gravink,director of ski operations for
the Cannon and MountSunapee ski areas,said
the evacuation took less than an hour after the
10:10 a.m. accident during a windy storm that

blanketed the area with six inches of snow.
Caleb Weinberg, 17, of Bath, was unloading at the top of the new four-person
chairlift when wind knocked the vacant chair
backwards causing ilto strike an object and
slide back to a vacant chair behind it.
Gravink said the ski patrol was deciding
whether to close the lift when "an unpredictable swirl of wind, which we call a mountain
devil, hit the lift line at 40 miles per hour."
About 60 people still up in lift chairs
were evacuated.
After the lift was shut down, tramway
inspector Robert Johnson arrived on the
scene with a technician from the Dopelmeyer Lift Co., the Austrian firm that manufactured the lift.

Fiddler on the Roof
Auditions to be held in Hauck Auditorium,
Memorial Union, University of Maine.
Wednesday, December 11 & Thursday, December 12
7pm - lOpm each night
You must have material prepared as specified on the
Audition Information Sheets available in the
Music Office, Lord Hall, 581-l240, and the
Office of "Theatre/Dancc. 2nd ihx)r, Alumni Hall, 581-1963.
There are parts for approximately 40 people-20 female/20 male.

Auditions open to everyone!
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• Machiasport school to get remodeled library

•State legislature

Martin,Pray want legislature to have special session

By Francis X. Quinn

Among the 20 of the 22 Democrats who ing he believed any special session should that could serve
as a basis for rank-and -file
were contacted,"I've got 19-1" in favor of a extend for no longer than three days.
consideration.
special session, he said.
With the partisan odds stacked indirectly
Both have acknowledged, however,that
AUGUSTA (AP) — The Legislature's
Speaker John L. Martin said he had against Pray and Martin's push, the Demo- such a package would
inevitably be subject
top two Democrats spent the weekend pollreached about 80 of the 151 House mem- cratic leaders suggested indirectly that their ed floor
amend
to
ments
, and that proposed
ing rank-and-file lawmakers by telephone,
bers by Sunday afternoon, and that Demo- polling, even if unsuccessful, might
change
pay
could
s
necessi
tate
major rewriting.
hoping to overcome opposition from the
cratic support for a special session was political dividends.
McKernan, saying deep spending cuts
Republican minority and force an immedisimilarly strong. He said the Republicans
The two said they were prepared to re- are urgently needed, has refused to call
ate special session to deal with the budget
he had reached were about evenly split but lease the results of their canvassing early
lawmakers into emergency action without a
stalemate.
acknowledged it was too early to draw this week, and Democratic strategists have
deal
in advance.
While House Speaker John L. Martin, conclu
sions.
suggested recently that Republican relucAs month-long Appropriations CommitD-Eagle Lake,and Senate President Charles
Martin said his biggest problem was tance to join the call for a special sessio
n tee negotiations have failed to produce the
P. Pray, D-Millinocket, urged lawmakers
reaching legislators.
might be a public relations problem for the consensus he called for,the Republican
to take the unusual step of calling themgov"I've made like 15 phone calls and left minorth party.
ernor has repeatedly criticized the Demoselves into special session, Senate Minori14 messages," Martin said at midafternoon
Whitcomb, R-Waldo, issued a state- crat-controlled Legislature for what
ty Leader Charles M. Webster and House
he has
Sunday.
ment Friday saying Republicans were wary characterized as inaction.
Minority Leader Walter E. Whitcomb counThe House Republican leader questioned of potential Democratic propos
als to adThe full Legislature is not scheduled to
seled against it.
Martin's preliminary count.
dress only a portion of McKernan's pack- reconvene until January for its
The GOP leaders' stance reflected Gov.
second regu"I find that very hard to believe," Whit- age, and wanted to "work
on the whole lar session. Asserting that spending curbs
John R. McKernan's insistence of a pre- comb
said Saturday, adding a GOP sound- budget, not pick and choose a piecem
in
eal must be implemented before then, the govsession agreementover revisions to his $121ing on Friday left Republican leaders fashion."
ernor has unilaterally frozen more than $22
million deficit-reduction package.
"amazed at the lack of support" for the
There has been intermittent talk of fash- million in expenditures.
And without a majority of votes from Democr
atic initiative.
ioning a partial patch of a budget bill, incorAt the same time, McKernan has said his
among the 67 Republican lawmakers in the
If the entire Senate GOP bloc held firm, porating at least those
cuts that have wide- executive action was not as precise
House and Senate, the Legislature cannot the
as he
affirmative votes of 34 of the 54 House spread support. The
concept has seemed to would like because of legal restric
call itself back to the capital.
tions on
Republicans would be needed to form the have varying
levels of support at least once his authority to act alone. As a
By Sunday afternoon, the results were requisi
result, he
te party majority.
recentl
McKer
y,
nan declined to clearly rule wants lawmakers to supplant his
inconclusive, but at least in the Senate,
cutbacks
"There is strong support to come in," it out and last month
Whitcomb suggested with more finally targeted trims.
sentiment was running predictably along Martin
maintained.
the idea deserved consideration.
At issue, however, as has been the case
party lines.
'The only hesitation by some is their
On Saturday, Pray and Martin both said for weeks, is the debate
Pray said he had reached 11 of the 13 concer
over whether to
n about being here for two weeks. there was a fully
balanced $105 million reduce state aid to municipaliti
Republicans and "they've all voted no." And
es and local
I agree with them," Martin added,say- alternative to
McKernan's original package schools and, if so, by how
much.
Associated Press Writer

COMING DEC 14

CUMBERLAND COUNTY CIVIC CENTER

1:00 PM
Uof M Women
vs. St. Peter's

3.00 PM
Uof M Men vs.
Fairleigh Dickinson

BIW is supporting the women's and men's basketball
programs at the University of Maine by sponsoring
the
Fourth Annual BIW Holiday Hoop Classic. Ticke
ts
available at the Cumberland County Civic Center and
the U Maine athletic office in Orono. Doubleheader $7.
per ticket. For more information, please call 581 -BEA
R.
T
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HdLIDAY
Hdt4P
CLASSIC
Sponsored by
Bath Iron Works Corporation, Bath, Maine 04530
itfor"-M4911111Plell

Study at the Union
during Finals!

•Waste dumps

Search for low-level waste dumps in Maine has 29 finalists

AUGUSTA, Maine(AP)— The Maine
Low -Level Radioactive Waste
Authority
has narrowed its search for a low-level
radioactive waste dump to 29 locations in 15
communities and eight townships, the authority announced Friday.
The majority of the potential sites are in
rural areas of Aroostook and Somersetcounties. Communities near or containing the
potential sites are Pittston in Kennebec County, Dixfield and Paris in Oxford County,
Medway and Edinburg in Penobscot County and Chapman in Aroostook County.
The latest cut narrows the list from 144

communities chosen in November 1990.
Officials in the communities were notified Thursday and asked to gather information from landowners and residents about
the sites, authority spokeswoman Dianne
Jackson said Friday.
"When all of this information has been
gathered on their end they will hopefully forward it to the agency," which will narrow the
list to 10-12 candidates in February, she said.
Following that cut the list will be narrowed by the summer of 1992 to two to five
sites. Construction on the final site would
begin in 1996, Jackson said.

The final site would be at least 200
acres— five for the dump itself and the rest
for a buffer zone, buildings and facilities.
In addition to the 29 sites, three have
been volunteered by landowners— one of
which is the Maine Yankee nuclear power
plant in Wiscasset.
Jackson said 88 percent of the state's
low-level radioactive waste is generated by
Maine Yankee, the rest by hospitals, industry, research centers and the Portsmouth
Naval Shipyard in Kittery.
Although residents of some communities oppose having a dump within their bor-

ders, Jackson said a dump could be beneficial by bringing yearly payments. Roads
and other town facilities necessary for the
dump also would be maintained by the waste
authority, she said.
"We feel any community that does accept this responsibility is accepting the responsibility for the state," Jackson said."A
community should not find themselves in a
less favorable position than before they accepted the facility."
The state is required under federal law to
build, operate and monitor a low-level radioactive waste dump in Maine.

•Rural life

Machiasport library benefitting from rural school foundation
MACH1ASPORT, Maine (AP) — Fort
O'Brien School is getting a remodeled library with 1,200 new books thanks to a
--foundation started two years ago to help
rural schools in Washington and Somerset
counties.
The remodeled library was paid for by
the Trout Foundation of Yarmouth, started
two years ago by Charles Callanan, who
wanted to help rural schools in Maine.
The foundation has nothing to do with
fishing, but Callanan thought the trout was a
good symbol of rural life.
The foundation has helped fund about 30
school projects. It gave $2,200 to Carrabec

High School to help pay for a student trip to
Washington, D.C.
Callanan, 66, started the foundation with
help from a volunteer board of educators because,he said,rural schools have serious needs.
"It seemed to us that rural schools have
characteristics that made them vulnerable,"
he said."They are isolated and in areas with
lower incomes and lower budgets."
The foundation is supported by an initial
anonymous donation and by fund-raising.
But Callanan, who taught school in Baltimore for 11 years, said it doesn't usually
take much money to make a difference.
Helping schools like Fort O'Brien ex-

pand their libraries is a top priority.
single year.
"Rural school libraries are at the end of
"They saw the need for quality libraries
the funding chain, even in good years," in rural schools," she said. "It was great."
Callanan said. "And we know that youngAmong the new books she has bought,
sters who read well and who are immersed Strachan is proudest of six volumes of poetin books do better academically."
ry, among the first at the school.
The Fort O'Brien School library came to
The library also has new encyclopedias,
the foundation's attention after Callanan volumes on computers, wildlife, ocean life,
met Donna Strachan, the school's librarian, Native Americans, arts and all the recent
and was impressed by her energy.
winners of most distinguished children's
Even though Strachan never asked for literature awards.
help,the Trout Foundation gave Fort O'Brien
"I am having so much fun buying these
its biggest grant to date — $16,000.
books," Strachan said."I'm doing it slowly
Strachan said she'd never had more that and carefully."
$1,000 to buy books at Fort O'Brien in a
Strachan still has $4,000 left to spend.

•Rape

WALKNIN WAIT
Due to Student Health Services'
special clinic being held for nursing
student physicals on December 1 Oh,
there may be a slight delay in
services in the Walk-In Clinic.
We thank you for your cooperation.

27/cr5' Milk cno shalt
38 /Advertisers take• note:
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The Maine Campus will publish
its final issue of the fall semester
on Friday, December 1 3th.
We will resume production
on Monday,January 20th—
the inaugural issue of our
spring semester schedule.

•*reownswied
•

Judge refuses to supress evidence
in kidnapping-rape case in York
ALFRED, Maine (AP) — A judge has properly when they arrested Fleming after
refused to suppress evidence linking a 33- he left work at a McDonald's restaurant in
year-old man to the abduction, rape and Wells several hours after the attack.
stabbing of a 15-year-old York girl in July.
Fleming's court-appointed attorneys,
David Fleming is charged with attempt- Craig and Scott Gardner ofSaco,contended
ed murder, kidnapping, gross sexual as- that police did not have probable cause to
sault, unlawful sexual contact and aggra- stop Fleming after he left the restaurant in a
vated assault in connection with the attack black Oldsmobile Delta 88.
on the girl in York.
The attorneys also maintaMed that poHe is accused of knocking the girl off her lice searched the car illegally, making it
bicycle on Shore Road in York,forcing her unconstitutional to use evidence obtained
inside his car and tying her up. He then from the car in Fleming's trial.
allegedly drove the girl to an area off a
Brodrick rejected their arguments after
logging road in York, where he raped her, hearing four hours Of testimony from five
slashed herthroat and left her for dead.
police officers from Wells, Ogunquit and
On Wednesday, Superior Court Justice York, who investigated the case and arrestWilliam S. Brodrick ruled that police acted ed Fleming.

Sd For College Credit!
January 5 - 10, 1992

Alpine skiing and snowhcianting are being offered this year at Stow Ski Resort—
up and receive P.E credie If you mut]like to ski or snow/hoard for aedit
pnce fill out the application bebw and sulinit it to Stephen Butteriii in Lerigyel Gym.

$330

OnlY
Qua] OcwPanoi
This pay indities: 5 nights 'edging, 5 days of skiing or my/boarding and lessons, 5 brukists, 4
dinners, all acivities (both on and off the mountin), and all taxes and gratuities!
Name
Address:
Phone
He
Don't miss out on this faluicus deal! lf 1,iti need any more informatir
kout this pnigram, anal Dr. Stephen Buttrield a 581-2466.
(A $50 deposit will resent wur spot)

VERMONT
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•College begins database to help students find jobs

•Women in society

•Network

Women less aware of boundaries,some say College sets up

(CPS) —Women steeped in college's
defeat. Many choose instead to play it safe issues
as abortion or stay-at home vs. working
protective cocoon have a limited sense of
and remain silent. Deal with it, they tell moms
are as different as women themselves.
sexism and other obstacles in "the real
themselves. Get ‘vith the program.
Fissu
res open among younger and older
world." Indeed, thanks to advances made
"They figure,'I can't change the world. wome
n, women of different economic, raover the last two decades, they might not
But I can carve a spot for myself by playing
cial or religious backgrounds. But the heart
sense discrimination for years.
DECATUR, Ga,(CPS) — You hear
my cards right, by carrying the same briefit
offeminism ultimately lies in securing a full
Boundaries have been pushed back, barfrom business executives to lawyers to actors
case, picking up the same values, remodelspect
choic
rum
of
es
for all women.
riers more cleverly hidden.
— it's not what you know,it's who you know.
ing my objectives to fit into the male sys"People just can't be on their own little
"I'm aware there's chauvanism out there,
Although academicians wouldn't necestem," one woman said.
island," said Paula Kamen, 24, author of
said Yvett Lee,a student at Wellesley,a womsarily agree with the first part of the saying,
Ria Spencer, a 21-year-old Wellesley "Femi
nist Fatale." She's familiar with, and
en's college in Massachusetts."But a lot of
they do acknowledge that the latter is true.
us senior, is a vocal feminist. But she's also
a
even
at
times a bit intimidated by,the shrew's
are sick of feeling we have to stand up to ii"
One women's college has acted on the
black woman with college loans to pay off mantl
e assigned to "women's libbers."
"People feel more integrated, that everyassum
ption, and now boasts an alumnae
and limited prospects in a tight job market. "It's
a battle between principles and practithing is open.!think a lot of women and black
database of about 1,500 women designed to
s She's looking at a sobering reality.
cality. Women my age want a date on Saturfeel that way," said Cheryl Sanders, 45,
help current students in the job market
a
"You get out and there's pressure to play day night,
" Kamen said from Chicago."But
veteran civil and women's rights activist.
throu
gh networking.
the game," Spencer said. "Suddenly, you
the only way to destigmatize feminism is to
"In reality, though, that's not true," said
Students at Agnes Scott College can
have to make ugly decisions about whether talk
about it, help people see its relevance."
Sanders, a clinical social worker in Stoneaccess the database through the school's
to practice what you preach."
The
movement has evolved into a quietham, Mass."People have turned away from
career planning and placement office in
Social activism may not be a priority er netwo
rk of grass roots community activthe issues. So when you run up against
several ways.
when the rent must be paid, food put on the ists.
In factories, schools, insurance offices,
disappointment, you're out there alone."
Counselors will give students printouts
table, recession pushed back from the door- union
halls and homes, from neighbor to
When Anita Hill alleged this fall that
ofjob profiles suited to their needs; profiles
step. In the eyes of many women,feminism
neighbor, boss to employee, man to woman,
Clarence Thomas had sexually harassed her,
of alumnae who work in the same fields as
is a luxury. The nightshift is reality.
sister to brother, quiet progress continues.
for the first time in a long time women
the students; profiles ofalumnae who shared
"We don't have the same lives college
"That's what women's liberation is,"
everywhere began sharing their experiences
the same majors as students; and, they will
women do. No one's asking how we feel said
Kelly McDaniel, who works days at a
with sexism at home and on the job.
identify alumnae who hold jobs in which
about being women in a world owned by
bank in Plainfield, Ind., and nights studying
It was a valuable dialogue. But in the
stude
nts might be interested.
men," said Sherrisa Dove, 21, a hair-stylist const
ruction technology — one woman,one
end,Thomas was confirmed to the Supreme
in Cambridge, Mass."We should be equal. voice
, in a college classroom full of men.
Court, and the soft-spoken Republican reBut will we ever be? Nab. You just accept it.
"If I speak up, there's shock. The guys
turned to Oklahoma with her motives and
What else are you going to do?"
Student Government Meeting
don't get it at first. But it's still the first step,
credibility doubted.
Many feel isolated,unsure of where to turn lettin
g them know," McDaniel said. "It's
Tuesday Night 6 p.m.
Women saw clearly the downside of
or unable to identify with what they've heard
saying, 'I am a woman. I am somebody. I
speaking up: the risk of humiliation, doubt,
Damn Yankee. Be There!
about feminism. Their perspectives on such
have the right to be whoever I want to be."

database for
job searches
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The Not Ready For Bedtime Players

• an interactive & educational theater tro
upe
• Production "Everything You Thought
You Knew About
Sex..And Much More."
• Meets every Wednesday 6:00pm to 9:0
0pm to learn,
rehearse, and perform.
• Accepting applications until Decemb
er 20th.
• Applications are available at Cutler Hea
lth Center Rm. 12
• OR STOP BY OUR TABLE BY THE
BEAR'S DEN!
(ioAm to 2:3oph)
Call 581-4561for more information.
Thursday, December 5th
Friday, December 6th

i
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Top 10 reasons to be a
Not Ready for Bedtime Player

10. Learn what's lurking under this quilt.
9. Get the inside scoop on "Conventlady's" sex

life.
8. Become rich and infamous.
7. Experience putting a Condom on a cucumber.
(A really big cucumber!)
6. Learn the real reason why Romeo and Juliet said
"Parting is such sweet sorrow"!

5. Play the lead in this upcomi
ng blockbuster
premiering during National Condom
Week.
4. Uncover the shocking diff
erences between
"What They Said & What They
Thought"!
3. Play your role in the fight
against AIDS.
2. "Captain Condom"...be all
the superhero you can be
1. Discover "Everything You
Thought You Knew
About Sex... And Much Mor
e"!

_

_
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I • Ancient bakery found in Egypt

•Terry Anderson

Anderson describes captivity, best and worst moments
WIESBADEN,Germany(AP)— Terry ened his captivity. "There were a lot of
Anderson disclosed Friday that an Ameri- times, very many times, very dark times,
can captive died alongside him as he lay when Peg's activities, her voice, your voicblindfolded and chained in a cell, and that it es,S
your messages kept us
y
took all the resources he could summon to
.. That he believed his em
er, The
survive his own ordeal.
Associated Press, had done all it could to
With his sister, Peggy Say, sitting at his win his.release, including financing his sisside, Anderson broke down and wept at the ter's campaign to free him.
start of his news conference as he thanked
•That in recent years, when he had access
those who had worked to help free him.
to a radio, he learned of the huge outpouring
During the wide-ranging,hourlong news of public support for him and the other hosconference, he said:
tages. "Over the years I became more and
• That he paid little heed to anyone who more aware of it and more and more stunned,
said his sister's campaign might have length- more and more humble," he said

•That he believed his captors had seized
him because he was an American, not because of his work as a journalist, and that he
had no regrets about having stayed in Beirut
despite the danger.
•That he could not fully comprehend the
kidnappers' motivation."I was never able to
grasp...what made them able to hold the
religious beliefs they hold and to do the
things they did at the same time."
He said that although he suffered colds
and minor ailments, he never became seriously ill during his captivity.
The 44-year-old journalist said the worst

day of his captivity was Christmas of 1986,
when "we were in a pretty bad place," in
solitary confinement, with no books.
The best day, he said, was when he was
released, when he looked up at the sky over
Lebanon as he was driven by Syrian officers
to Damascus.
"It was at sight and I was peering out the
windshield looking up like this, looking at
the stars, the first time I'd seen stars in so
long," Anderson said.
There were times, he said, when he was
near despair, but "I don't think I ever quite
gave up."

•Soviet Union

Gorbachev appeals to republics for food to help shortages
By Wendy Sloane
Associated Press Writer
MOSCOW(AP)— Mikhail S.Gorbachev
appealed Friday to leaders of four republics
to send food to Moscow, while Soviet media
reported hungry people in some areas have
raided farms to steal sheep and cattle.
Gorbachev's appeal and the alarming
reports of popular desperation came a day
after the Soviet president warned on national television that Moscow needed help to
ease acute food shortages and urged other

republics and cities to help.
The republics are refusing to ship food
beyond their borders to prevent shortages
among their own people. The breakdown of
the country's transportation system has also
caused serious delays in food deliveries.
In a telegram sent Friday to leaders of the
republics of Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Byelorussia and Moldavia,Gorbachev warned that the
worsening situation could trigger mass protesLs against economic reforms,Tass reported.
Meat, butter and sugar supplies here are
sufficient for only a few days, and Musco-

buying up all the city's bread supplies. Gorbachev said, according to Tass.
Meanwhile, hungry residents of Naryn,
a city in Kazakhstan, have been rustling
livestock from nearby collective farms,stealing about 160,000 sheep, Tass said.
Near the Russian city of Krasnodar,farmers have reported the theft of 25 cows, 44
horses and 15 calves, the report said.
In the Ural Mountain city of Ufa, bread
is the only food not rationed, the Komsomolskaya Pravda newspaper reported. But
in the Georgian capital of Tbilisi, the only
v ites are

items that can be found "cheaply without
problems" are cheese and beans, it said.
Meat has become so difficult to find in
state-run stores and so expensive at the cooperative farmers' markets that seaweed has
started to replace it as a mainstay in some
Soviet Far East cities,the newspaper reported.
"If the most direct path to a man's heart
is through his stomach, then does it make
sense these days to talk about the role meat
plays along this path, which has become so
incredibly difficult for many?" the paper
asked.

•Archaeological dig
Graduating Seniors, you are cordially invited to a

Faculty
Wine
(
Cheace
Invite your favorite professors.

World's oldest bakery discovered
GIZA PLATEAU, Egypt (AP) — Archaeologists have unearthed Egypt's oldest
bakery, where bakers laboring in smokefilled rooms turned out thousands of loaves
every day for hungry pyramid-builders.
"We're talking colossal baking here,easily enough to feed 30,000 people a day,"
said Egyptologist Mark Lehner of the University of Chicago's Oriental Institute.
The well-preserved bakery, with a hearth,
dough vats and bread pots, dates from Giza
Plateau's pyramid-building days, which began with, the fourth dynasty in 2575 B.C.
Experts say it's the oldest bakery found in
Egypt, perhaps in the world.
To ancient Egyptians, king or commoner, bread was an everyday staple,
taken with a bit of onion or garlic and a
swig of beer. Money didn't exist, and
bread was doled out as part-payment to
those who inched massive stones into
The

Tuesday, December 10th, 1991
4:00 - 6:00pm
at the University Club,
3rd floor, Memorial Union
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Open Bar with 1.D.
Open Daily from

Proper dress is required.
Sponsored by Senior Council

0

8 to 8

Wednesdays are Students Days!
S2.00 off our automatic wash
from noon to 6pm (I.D. required)
(Next to Thriftway Food (enter)

the towering pyramids that still evoke
awe after 4,600 years.
Records from the period describe at least
14 kinds of bread. So far the team of American and Egyptian Egyptlogists, working I
and a half miles from the Sphinx, has found
three kinds of bread molds: small and large
bell-shaped and flat trays. The largest earthenware molds weigh 22 pounds.
The dig began in October, financed by
businessmen David Koch of New York and
Bruce Ludwig ofLos Angeles.Diggersfound
the bakery in November. After the season's
work ends this month, team members plan
to study the art of bread-making using ingredients available then.
"I have to admit I'm not a baking expert,
which would help," said Lehner, the excavation's co-director. He said tomb artists
left some baking clues, though much was
left to the imagination.

FREE!
Get one free drink & bag of chips
when you xy any foot-long sub
or regular salad.
Good at Orono Subway only.
(Offer expires 12/12/91.)

SUBWAY'
One coupon per customer per visit
Not good sintti ore, other offer For &store use only
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•Snow

Slip slidin'away
The first snow has fallen and so have memb
ers of the
University of Maine community, as the camp
us remains
snowy, icy and slippery.
Despite a valiant effort of plowing and sand
ing by the
university's grounds crew, all important
walkways and
parking lots remain health hazards to even
the most careful
pedestrians and motorists.
The continued snowfall only made thing wors
s
e, as the
efforts of the ground crew became less notic
eable than the
snow that covered them up.
Major roadways seemed to be well taken care
of while
many highly populated student walkways such
as the Neville Hall underpass, the steps of the library,
the path leading
down to the Steam Plant and the paths to and from
the Union
quickly became pratfall central.
People plowed their own paths manually by
walking
through the snow, and once the snow was pack
ed down or
removed, members of the university communit
y found a
144
bonus surprise — ice.
DrigtCOW by T,Ibun• Webs Forov,caq
The university should pay more attention to high
traffic
pedestrian areas and make a special effort to sand
and plow
those areas better.
Poor plowing and sanding seem to be an annual
event on
campus, and the university has been in the busi
ness long
enough to know better than this. After 125 years
Here we go again, the Christin the Arctic
mas
season is upon us.
Circle, UMaine should have enough respect for
its faculty,
Some
people have already been
staff and students to care more about them and their
welfare. struck with a serious case of the
It'shard enough trudging through ice and snow,
it'seven holiday spirit. I even caught myharder to do it on crutches.(MAA)
self whistling "Winter Wonder-

'Us the season

intensely unhappy. We all counted
on her, but she couldn't count on
any of us.
Before the holiday mood
overtakes you or the stress of
finals turns you into a Jekyl and
land" Saturday while dragging my stabbing. Fifty percent of
all at- Hyde personality, think about
Christmas tree across the dooryard tempters are under age 30. Attem
pts
the people around you and how
•Telecommunications
in the snow.
are often made in areas that make they're
dealing with the holiIt's everywhere. The mall is rescue not only possible but highl
y days. Not everyone is from famfilled with people bargain hunting probable. Sometimes-they
aren't. ilies that are reminiscent of The
and small children queuing up to
I had a friend who never gave Nelsons.
The holidays make this
sit on Santa's lap and have their anyone the chance
to intervene. point more clear than
Students held the firm belief that telephones
any other
are the picture taken while giving him the She was always very upbeat when time of
the
year.
lifeline to the outside world. This past weekend, Resid
ential spiel about how good they've been she was around other people. The
Don't let your friends down by
and how many presents they de- life of the party and the
Life and Telecommunications severed that lifeline.
girl who discovering they've reach
ed their
serve.Sometimes it makes the more always had a snapp
On Friday evening, the office of Telecommunicatio
y come-back crisis point when they
reach the
ns cynical among us want to scream. for every
thing. Strangely enough emergenc
initiated the new phone systems, consequently rend
y room... too late.
ering Hang it up kids. If Santa is real, the girl who had more life
than
Some
most on-campus, and several pay phones inoperable
signs that someone is
he's
all knowing. There's no way anyone else '
.
I ve ever known didn't considerin
g suicide are: giving
In Doris Twitchell Allen Village,students were prov
to con this fat man.
think she had anything worth stayided
away
thing
s that are important to
Although everyone is supposed ing alive for.
with notices in their mailboxes saying that first
floor dorm to be
them,calling in sick to work, withfilled
with goodwill and cheer
phones and pay phones would remain in service. Not
One Christmas eve she drank a drawi
ng from friends and family.
true, at during the holidays, some peopl
little
e
courage in the form of liber- frequ
least not this weekend.Several ofthese phones have
ently talking or joking about
either been are only reminded of how sad they ally rum-laced
eggnog and then committing
removed or were "dead."
suicide ancUor in•
truly are. During this season fami- went down to
the basement, put a creased drink
ing.
How nice, especially during the snow storm we had
ly ties are increasingly important, gun under her
this
chin and squeezed
These are all signs of depreswhich is fine unless you come from the trigger while
weekend, a time when emergencies are gener
her family was at sion and
ally more a
are visible in differing
dysfunctional family. Remem- a neighbor's
likely to happen
Christmas party.
levels in everyone, but can hint of
ber, this is the season of increased
After it happened I looked
But the biggest problem with this is the fact that the new suici
possible suicide at any level.
des nation-wide.
back and saw some signs but,
telephone services are really not available to stude
If you're considering suicide
If you have a friend who talks until it was too
nts until
late, nothing that then go
talk to someone. If you
January 13th. So why,in the meantime,should they
have to about committing suicide, even would make anyone guess she can't talk
to your friends then go to
if you think they're just joking, was going to
suffer with no services?
commit suicide in a couns
elor.
If you aren't comfortdon't
ignor
e
it.
Telli
ng people to the near future.
It's bad enough that students are forced to pay for these
able with that then there's a toll
lighten up or snap out of it just
When I walk through the mall
new phones, especially when facing a $200 — $500 tuiti
free helpline c800-333-4444).Give
on reinforces their feeling that no now or sit in class
I wonder if them a call and
hike? Quite frankly, I would much rather have basic tele- one takes them serio
give your friends
usly or cares anyone I'm looking at is
contem- and family a chance to
phones,than all this fancy machinery that will take everyone if they die.
help before
plating suicide.
you take the chance away from all
Three times as many women as
years to learn how to use.
For a while I tortured myself
of you.
Most importantly, ResLife needs to develop better in- men attempt suicide although three wondering how many times she tion Suicide isn't the final soluit's just the end.
times as many men as women kill had gone
home alone and cried and
sight and foresight as to the consequences their actions have
Don't
fool yourself into thinkthemselves. Some sociologists at- no one even
guessed.
on students.
ing nobody cares. They care more
tribute the difference in the statisWe were all tricked by the hapthan you know. No one ever recovLeaving students without any phones in order to provide tics to the differences in the social- py face that
she wore for our ben- ers
from the suicide of someone
ization of males and females. Males efit. Jen,
services that won't be availabe fora month is serious busin
the strong one everybody
ess. are more aggre
close
to them.
ssive and tend to be went to with their
It is also totally unacceptable and it must stop.(MAH)
problems,knowmore violent in their approach to ing they'
d find a compassionate
Carl Clay isa Senior who hopes
death ie; use of guns, hanging and listener and
some wise advice, was
this isn't drivel.

New phone problems

Can
Clay

ResponsePage
•Blonde column

You deserve what you get r-T1
To the editor:

Can Clay amazes me. First, she
writes an entire column whining
about stereotypical blondejokesand
the prejudices faced by blondes
world wide.
Then, a mere two pages later
states "MacGyver, another good
looking, resourceful man, blah,
blah, blah, can get himself out of
trouble faster than a cheerleader
can get in and out of her skirt."
Sheesh, talk about stereotyping. Then again, wouldn't one
expect hypocrisy from a women
who chooses her TV viewing ma

terial based on how "hot"the
guy
on the show is?
Having been the brunt of many
a Polish joke in my day, I
can almost see what's bugging Ms.Clay.
Yet all I have gotten out of her
column is that she changes her own
oil, gets laid, has nice boobs, and
can wrap a guy around her finger
with a pout. I also read some"blonde
jokes" I hadn't heard before.
Not to mention her "don't hate
me because I am blonde" attitude.
Sheesh. She feels that people only
pick on blondes because they secretly wish they too, were blonde.
Yeah right.

•Controversy Series

MiD Oaf,

DUT, XAiRE IVT A CRAzY,
JUST WANT
RIGHT
10 PIXTICT YOLPSELF
114 CRAZIES. Aft)

The way to combat stereotypes
is to prove them wrong.Complaining about one stereotype, and then
breeding yet another is shallow.
There is way too much hypocritical nonsense found in the pages of
this paper.
Obviously,Ms.Clay thinks people treat her like a bimbo because
she is blonde. Having read most of
the vacuous drivel she has written
all semester, I believe people treat
her like a bimbo, simply because
she portrays herself as one.

CRA7Y tvr'to

Michelle Skoorka-Chalmers
Orono

•Student Government

Capitalism not the Senate a bottomless money pit
root of all problems
To the editor:

To the editor:
I commend my colleagues,Professors Barkin, Carter, Flatten,
Howard,and Nees-Haden for their
defense of the Memorial Union's
Controversy Series under their aegis as the coordinating committee
of the Marxist/Socialist Interdisciplinary Course Concentration on
campus.
And I have no problem with
their statement:" We have organized these programs to create a
forum for a point of view that is
otherwise seldom heard on campus." They therefore thought to
bring Professor Katherine C.King
to discuss the question "Does
ROTC belong on campus?"to explore the reasons why it might not.
It ought not be a forbidden topic of
discussion.
I do have a problem, however,
with the next statement my colleges make,to wit:"We are critical of
capitalism and its effects on human beings. We believe that capitalism is inherently oppressive toward working people and that it
breeds racism,sexism,militarism,
and environmental destruction."

For is seems to me that the
problems of racism, sexism, militarism, and perhaps even environmental harm existed long before
the rise of capitalism as an economic system. For example, they
were undoubtedly to be found in
the ancient city-states of Greece
and Rome and feudal systems of
Medieval Europe. Environmental
destruction in particular has perhaps nowhere been so severe as in
Eastern Europe and the USSR since
the Second World War.
No political economy I know
of is without such problems rooted so deeply in the human past
and in human nature. Industrialization under any economic system is threatening to the environment, a threat that now needs international cooperation to meliorate.
I do not have space to explore
such issues further. But the university overall should. Here I only
caution my colleagues and friends
against using such a broad brush
as the one above.
Fxling Skorpin
Philosophy Department

•Budget cuts

Cut athletic pro
To the editor:
You know what ready depressed me? Reading Friday's article about the budget cuts. Especially worst was seeing that one
very important area was left untouched: athletics.
We are going to lose dozens of
classes and teachers, and the quality ofeducation is going to go downhill drastically Why should the athletes get special treatment? Why

not drop a few teams, fire a few
coaches and assistants, and make
the others work harder to cover for
them,like the professors are going
to have to do?
I realize the sports program
brings in money from their games,
but somehow I figured the tuition
and tees that 12,000 students pay
every semester would be a little
more important.
Shama Alt
Estabrooke Hall

Wouldn't it be nice if all our
wishes came true? Ah,what a won derful world it would be if a person's slightest whim were a simple
thought away from reality!
Well, wake up, people, and
smell the proverbial coffee —
black, no sugar.
The state of Maine and its university system are going to hell in
a handbasket. Sadly, this is the
inevitable result of America's customary practice oflooking the other way whenever trouble rears its
ugly head. When problems must

•Tuition

Always
higher
To the editor:
This is in regards to out-of-state
tuition. If students look at applica
tions from colleges outside their
home state, they will find a higher
out-of-state tuition fee. My sister,
who attends Florida Southern College in Lakeland, Fla., has to pay a
higher tuition. So it is not just
UMaine.
Why does Ms. Edmund think
that Gov. McKeman wants budget
cuts? Well it certainly is not for
kicks. Some of the funding for
schoolscome from taxes that Maine
state residents pay.
Her parents, where ever they
are from,did not pay Maine State
taxes,she does not declare Maine
her home,so she should pay more
tuition, so stop crying. This is
not discrimination. If you don't
like the out of state tuition fee,
then go to school in your home
state.
Lorena Ashmore
Penobscot Hall

finally be faced, it is with sophomoric and inane actions. I offer as
an example the student referendum to increase the activity fee.
Instead of accepting the reality of
the situation, that student funds
have been spread too thin, necessitating cuts(yes,!),the student government proposed jacking the activity fee by 12 1/2 percent. In this
one action, the GSS made it plain
that it subscribes to the "bottomless pockets" theory of government: throw enough money at the
problem and it will go away. Well,
I've got news, me boys — those
rocket have bottoms

Our energy must be spent finding extraneous areas which can be
streamlined, looking for new way
to rob students of what little money they have.
Sure, it would be nice if all our
wishes came true. For myself, I'd
like to see Japanese in the Department of Foreign Languages, Peter
Gabriel at MCA,and Ben & Jerry's every night in Stodder Commons. Well,it ain't gonna happen,
and I've just gotta deal with that.
So does student government.
Jason Pierce
Penobscot Hall

Editorial Policy
Letters to the editor of The Maine Campus must be no longer
than
250 words and must contain a name, address and phone
number.
Guest columns must he arranged with the editor and should
be no
longer than 450 words long.
The Maine Campus reserves the right to edit all submissions
for
length and libel.

•Poverty

Give them work
To the editor:
Since 1968 America has left approximately 25 million Americans
to be subjected to the "lower budget" Bureau of Labor Standards
definition of poor. This is equal to
one in ten people.
Only around 6 million or so
Americans fitting this "lower budget" definition of poverty are registered by the unemployment rate and
are termed as unemployed—yet
actively seeking work. This means
three out of the 10 people are living
on food stamps,housing assistance,
etc.,are registered as"unemployed"
and receive cash assistance in locating work. This is not a new occurrence of misfortune,it's been going
on since 1974.
My question: If recession is

caused by a population refusing to
circulate money, as the Bush Administration states it to be,then why
not employ these additional seven
people not actively seeking work?
No one put to work building their
own house,farming their own land,
or producing their own energy could
ever be shiftless again ... And just
think ofhow many engineers,draftsman architects, teachers, lumber
cutters, truckers, carpenters, door
knob makers, etc., this would employ showing this poorshiftless people how to be self-reliant. Maybe
our taxes would even go down?
Nab, that's not the way things have
always been done; it sounds too
good to be true; someone pass the
cheez wiz.(more later.)
Jeanette Brawn
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Carl Paul

By Stephen Kurth
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CANCER(June 21 —July 22): Consultation with your spouse or business partner is
crucial to avoid clashes later in the week!
Adopt a mild tone when broaching an emotional topic.
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LEO(July 23— Aug.22):Just when you
thought it was over and done with, a past
problem rears it's ugly head. Teamwork is
what's needed, although it may prove no
easy feat.

0
0

11ERE k RIDDLE.:

TAURUS (April 20 — May 20) : The
demands of your job and other outside forces put physical or emotional distance between yourself and loved ones.
GEMINI(May 21 —June 20):Responsibilities must be dealt with immediately,however much you want to postpone the effort.
You're not the only one who has trouble
getting started in the morning.

•

Mother Goose & Grimm

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:Practical skills are needed to get your career off
the ground. While your ideas sparkle with
potential, you must get your hands dirty in
order to make them a reality. Wanderlust is
your constant companion,leading you from
one place to the next.
ARIES(March 20— April 19): A difference of opinion between friends does not
have to start World War Three! If they
agreed with everything you say, you'd be
bored to death!
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by Mike Peters

LIBRA (Sept. 23— Oct. 23): Emotions
lay close to the surface when Venus squares
Saturn. Words between friends can be expected for even imagined slights. Don't react in the angry manner others expect.
SCORPIO(Oct 23 — Nov.21): A battle
of wills at home,school,or work will do you
no good. Compromise satisfies no one, but
it's the best you can do. Flexibility gives you
an advantage.
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VIRGO(Aug.23 —Sept.22):Your sound
judgment is needed to arbitrate a dispute
between friends. Don't be inhibited by the
lack of cooperation from those involved.

ICE
CREAI

by Jeff MacNelly

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 — Dec. 21):
Telling the whole truth will leave a friendship in tatters! Diplomacy and tenderness
are needed, honesty can wait until it will do
more good than harm.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 — Jan. 19): A
friend's cynical attitude about love and
marriage stems from their own romant
ic
disasters. If you listen closely, you can hear
their pain and frustration speaking.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20 — Feb. 18):
Criticism from a usually friendly source
may
take you off guard. Harsh words sting,
but
there is some truth to them.Put your
anger in
perspective.
PISCES (Feb. 19 — March 19)
: Struggling against an associate is pointl
ess now.
This person has an emotional need to
control
everything. Walk away. Independen
ce is
the best revenge.

-_Your Daily
Horoscope
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By Carl Paul
*
For Tuesday December 10

Calvin and Hobbes

IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY
: Your
sharp intellect and passion for the
sciences
may not quite overcome a tendency
to be
lazy. Staying young in mind and
body will
take the disappointment out of your
golden
years. A passionate nature should
be indulged, but only up to a point!
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GEMINI (May 21 — June 20) : You
accept the quirks offamily and friends in
the
spirit ofacceptance.Confrontation and struggle hold no interest for Twins today.
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ARIES(March 20— April 19):A
referral
from a friend is a good lead to new
employment for Rams dissatisfied with their
current position. This is also a good day to
relax
and try our new interests.
TAURUS (April 20 — May 20):Love
at
first sight is not a prescription for lastin
g
love!This is not a good time for married Bulls
to share romantic secrets from the past.

by Bill Watterson
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CANCER(June 21 — July 22): A desire
to take care of business conflicts with social
plans. You can do both. Don't let a misplaced sense of responsibility limit you to
practical chores alone.
12-10

LEO(July 23 — Aug.22):Personal needs
and interests top your list during the strong
solar influence. Don't be surprised if a family member seems gloomy: pessimism is in
the air today.
VIRGO(Aug.23— Sepi 22): Your stars
shine on the comfort and reliability of long
term friendships. Meeting new people requires more stress than is justified at the
moment.

New York Times Daily Crossword

C

rossword 1Edited by Eugene T. Male
ska

ACROSS
I One of a
22-card set

31 Remus or Tom

- of the
covenant

32 Author Bellow

13 Gave Irene the
role?

33 Harvest

Lync poems

LIBRA (Sept.23— Oct.23):Plans made
in conjunction with friends are subject to
sudden change, possibly without advance
notice. Have plan B ready when plan A falls
through!

36 Kon Heyerdahl s raft
to Cranberry patch
37 Chili con II Duck
14 Leather
substitute
IS Miscalculate
if Require a
stylus/
IS Actress Alicia

se Perfume

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 — Nov. 21): You'll
enjoy the company of friends, but their advice
misses the mark entirely. Listen politely to
everyone's thoughts, then go your own way.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 — Dec. 21):
Misunderstandings between family members are likely as a Mercurial influence
clouds communication at home. Leave the
door open for reconciliation.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22 —Jan.19):Independent actions are best when the Sun conjuncts Mercury. Be wary of asking favors
from friends and relatives today. They may
not see the value of your plans.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20— Feb. 18): The
Sun's influence shines on the social aspects
of your life. A friend will seek out advice on
a romantic matter. Be cautious, you don't
want responsibility for the choices this person makes.
PISCES(Feb. 19 — March 19): A relaxing astral cycle leaves you free to rethink
your needs and recent decisions. Don't hesitate to make a change if you feel that you
have made a mistake.

It Microcomputer
23 Enervate

Ili Watch

IS Cornda cheers

St Abound

•1 Web-footed
mammal

ea Eat onto

42 Pledged. naked

DOWN

414 Incantations

I Knockout
number

45 Rule by a select
group

2•

47 Simian

27 Do voice avers

IS Journal
attachment

le Spasms

es Matriculate
ea Care chaser

MI Rhyme scheme
20 Where ends
meet

26 Commercials

=Rub elbows
(with)

IS It takes a year to
gel around him

-Mans

a Charlotte or
/*lama
4 Probability

410LaW

$ It goes with the
punch

SO Vigilant

•Hot spots

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

7 Topic of many a
best seller

MOO 00000 000M •Zone for
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00000 00000
ready
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00000
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0000 00000 0000 23 Rabbit
tails
0000 00000 000G 24
A Law"
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Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and 12 p.m.,or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.

No. 1028

MIMI MOM ddd
HIM MOM dEll
INIMMOdOMMOR
MUM dild.011
didd MIN dINIMMOM
dilddEll WM=
MO= dINIM
MOM MOM dOMM
MEM MOM MN=
MB= dun=
MINIM ddll din
MIMI= MINN
dIUMOMMIlddd
AM MN= MUM
MO MOM BMW
25 Select•
gherkin?
27 Cats and dogs,
eg

21 Factor
important to
snowbirds
30 Sped
32 Capital of Ore
34 Actor and labor
leader
IS Analyze a
sentence

37 Unremitting
41 Run
43 Blench or flinch
44 On (at a
risk)

SO To (precisely)
II Peter or Paul
54 Fr holy woman
SS Slat for
Foreman

45 Change one s
mind on paper
se Baby of films

Se Was ahead

47 Apprehension

s7 More

Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-4205656(75t each mlnute).

* Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephon
e
*

Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-I with a professional
astrologer about your personal concerns — love and compat
ibility,
work, money, career, relationships, family.

Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are
available seven days a week, morning
through evening, at a cost of 12.99 per minute, which
is billed to your telephone. The first
minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call today
— 1-900-726-3036.

nauroad crossing to get lights al-ter crasn

better safety, organization, management,
and seeing what you have and cutting what
WALDOBORO, Maine (AP) — A rail- crossing on route 32,residents said they heard
you don't need."
"Some ofthe things needed are the build- road crossing that was the scene of a fatal nothing before the crash.
ing of parallel runways and the development crash involving a train and truck is scheduled
The crash at I:20p.m. Wednesday derailed
of more reliever airports," Dennison said. A to receive warning lights and bells next spring. the train and sheared the cab from the truck
The safety improvementscould have saved trailer loaded with eggs. Police closed the area
reliever airport is used to take some pressure
Everett
Williams, 52, of North Monmouth, for more than eight hours while wreckage and
off of major airports when extra landing
the
truck
driver killed in Wednesday's crash, eggs several feet deep were removed.
space is needed. The state of Maine has two
said
the
state
trooper investigating the crash.
major airports, at Bangor and Portland, and
The crossing in Winslow Mills is the third
The
driver
just didn't see the train. He in line for safety improvements on a list of the
a limited number of airports capable of
probably had a lot on his mind," Trooper state's 60 crossings, said Allan Bartlett, state
handling the major jets.
Laurie
Rackliff said.
Members of the panel discussion will
supervisor of rail services.
Although
Rackliff and the main engineer
be: Ronald Roy, Director of Maine AviaFederal officials in June approved $45,000
don Division, Maine Department ofTrans- said the locomotive's light was on and its worth ofimprovementsscheduled forthe spring.
portation, Richard Russmore, Vice Presi- whistle and bell sounding as it approached the
Area residents,including the train's engineer,
dent of Continental Express Airlines, Robert Ziegelaar, Manager of Bangor International Airport, Barry Valentine, Manager
of Portland International Airport, and John
"Without R.A.'s it would be one big when the first-year students move to the
Silva, Environmentalist, Federal Aviation party," Ryan said.
residence halls.
Administration.
"It would be nice if they left on the
"The R.A.'s were very helpful," Wyman
On Wednesday, Dec. I 1, from 7 p.m. weekends," Jones said.
to 9 p.m., at 100 Neville, there will be the
The residential assistants are required to
third and final panel discussion on sea be "on duty" once a week and one weekend
ports.
out of every other month. This consists of
This discussion was organized by Ste- making about three rounds per night to check
fanie Hallet, a senior civil engineering that everything is locked up and students are
student.
staying out of trouble.
"I don't like being treated like a 6-yearThis panel will be composed of: Robert Elder, Director of Ports and Marine old," Bradley said, who is 21.
Transportation Division, Capt. Gilbert
"Some of them tend to be nosey and
Hall, President of Penobscot Ship Palok, interfering," Ryan said.
William Leavitt, President of Chase
Still, many students bring their problemsto
Leavitt Company,Tom Valleau, Director their R.A.'s, which is another part of the job.
of Transportation at Portland Harbor, and
"You have to be a good listener," Thi- said. 'They helped me fit in, talked to me
Robert Wallace,Chief Engineer, Eastport beault said.
and answered my questions."
Terminal..
R.A.'s listen to and help many students
"I would not have known where to go
especially during those first critical weeks those first weeks if it hadn't been
for my

William Fowler, said drivers routinely failed to
slow for the crossing, which is marked by signs.
"It was an accident waiting to happen," said
Kathleen Bailey, who tried to resuscitate Williams.Driyen 'haulrightthrough there,"shesaid.
State and railroad officials said Thursday it
was too soon to tell whether improvementscould
have prevented the accident,in which Fowlerand
brakeman David Baker suffered minor injuries.
Both men plan to return to work Monday.
Rackliffsaid it was unlikely that any criminal charges would be filed, but she was
awaiting the results of blood tests on Fowler
and Baker.

RA's help students, keep the peace

"'Without R.A.'s it
would be one big
party."
- Jennifer Ryan,
UMaine student

from page 1
R.A.," Ryan said.
Sometimes, however, the problems of
students can make the job extra difficult.
Martin said dealing with students who
physically hurt themselves would be the
hardest thing to encounter on the job.
The first step to becoming an R.A. is to
attend a two hour information session where
you will receive the job application. After answering the many demographic questions,and
writing one essay, the application is reviewed
and a group interview is set up. Usually an R.D.
and an R.A. are present. During the interview
you will work on cooperation drills and answer
questions such as,"If you could be any Charlie
Brown character, who would you be?"
If you can pass this, your results are
submitted, and, if selected, you'll receive a
letter of acceptance. You will then be notified when a position becomes available.
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report on human sexuality
By George W. Cornell

AP Religion Writer
The Evangelical Lutheran Church
in
America on Thursday issued its longawaited
study on human sexuality, calling it "God'
s
good gift," and raising questions about some
church restrictions on it.
The document doesn't prescribe final answers to the issues examined, such as corn,
mined homosexual unions and unmarried
heterosexual relations.
It candidly analyzes the possibilities and
says the church must find a clearer voice
about them in a time of sexual confusion.
"Our human vulnerability, especially evident in sexual activity, needs to be protected
by boundaries that are safe and reliable," the
report says. "At the same time compassion
sometimes pulls us beyond established boundaries."
The 50,000-word paper,entitled "Human
Sexuality and the Christian Faith." was produced by a special task force through testimony by experts and consultations with more
than 50 congregations around the country.
Afterconsideration ofthe material throughout the 5.2 million-member denomination, a
policy position is to be drawn up for action by
thechurch's next governing assembly in 1993.
Bishop Lowell Erdahl of St. Paul, Minn.,
a member of the 17-member task force, emphasized that the present document simply
explores the issues for study and is not a
statement of policy.
"We hope it will make for a real learning

rkonomy -neeas nre preserver
By Karen Ball
AP Labor Writer

experience," he said. "'There's some great
stuff in that paper. Whether someday we
WASHINGTON(AP)— Employers cut
can
come together about it with some sort
of nearly a quarter-million jobs last month, the
policy statement, that's still down the road." government reported last week, and the FedSeveral Protestant bodies, the Episcopal eral Reserve quickly signaled it was lowering
Church, the Presbyterian Church (U.S.
A.) a key interest rate in yet another attempt to
and United Methodist Church,also have been revive the economy.
grappling with sexuality questions, but so far
November's unemployment rate held at
have rejected changes in the historic Christ
6.8
percent, but analysts said that was largely
ian
stance.
due to huge numbers of Americans abandonThat stance regards marriage as the "ap- ing the job hunt, which drops them from the
propriate context for sexual activity," the government's count.
Lutheran paper notes.
While the jobless rate remained at Octo"Sexuality is God's good gift given to all ber's level, a separate Labor Department surpeople," the study says, pointing out variou
s vey showed that payrolls tumbled by 241,000
circumstances in which many singles remain jobs, the sharpest one-month plunge since
unmarried and others are of involuntary ho- spring, when recession-induced layoffs
mosexual orientation.
drained 258,000 jobs off American payrolls
"Many gay men and lesbian women are in both February and March.
well-adjusted and live out faithful committed
So bleak were the numbers that the Federsexual relationships, but without the social al Reserve moved within hours to lower a key
approval and support that heterosexual cou- interest rate in an effort to spur the straggling
ples take for granted," the study says.
economy, analysts said.
It adds that "some ask why their commitThe Fed apparently lowered the federalfunds
ted relationship should not be treated like a rate, the rate banks charge each other for overmarriage or 'holy union'; others ask why a night loans, a quarter point, to 4.5 percent,
'heterosexual model' should be imposed on economists said. The central bank does not
them."
routinely announce cuts in the federal funds rate.
'The study says more than 40percent ofthe
It would mark the 14th cut in that rate since
U.S. population over IS is single, and "the the recession started nearly a year and a halfago.
church affirms that they, too, are sexual bePresident Bush said the unemployment
ings but typically has said or done little to help rate was still "far too high" but noted that
them live out their sexuality."
some economists had predicted November's
Some "are in committed,loving relations jobless rate would climb above 6.8 percent.
but are not legally married," their situations
"I'm glad because I think many were
disregarded by the church.
predicting raising rates to 7 or something like

that, so please don't go into these little details," he told reporters as he left the White
House for a trip to California and Hawaii.
"Let's look at the big picture."
Detimiats in Congress, where the House
Ways and Means Committee continued hearings on the weak economy,seized on the dreary
jobs report to beat up on the White House for not
initiating any new anti-recession program.
"The stinking economy ... needs a life preserver, yet the administration remains content to
stand on the shore shouting words ofencouragement," complained Sen. Paul Sarbanes, D-Md.
and chairman ofthe Joint Economic Committee.
Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan, in remarks to securities analysts in Boca
Raton, Fla., said, "the economic recovery,
which seemed to be gathering momentum
and spark during the summer, more recently
has shown signs of faltering."
Greenspan made no mention of the latest
Fed easing, but said, "The normal forces of
economic expansion are running up against
countervailing forces that I have likened elsewhere to a 50 mile-per-hour headwind."
With the economy so weak, many analysts expect the Fed to ease further in coming
weeks, including a cut in the discount rate,
which is the interest that the Fed charges to
make direct loans to banks.
That kind ofcut often triggers major banks
to reduce their prime rate, the benchmark for
many consumer and business loans.
The impact of consumers of the Fed's
earlier actions was evident Friday with a new
report that showed fixed-rate mortgages averaged 8.62 percent last week, the lowest level
in more than 17 years.
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The Maine Campus needs ad sales people to service the Orono, Oki Town, and Bangor areas.

If you

free access to a vehicle and would like to

pin valuable sales experience (while earning some much-needed cash), apply immediately at our
offices in the basement of Lord Hall. (Work-Study
preferred; ask for Ralph or Rich) In addition, The Maine Campus seeks a receptionist to work Monday and Wedne
sday mornings

next semester. If

you're confident in your phone, communication, and organkational skills, why not apply? (Work-Study preferred;
ask for Christine,)
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(excluding special orders, class rings and chairs.)

at The University Bookstore
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Shopping hours:
Monday — Friday 8:00 AM - 5:30 PM
Saturday 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM
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• Black Bears fah to UConn 85-71
• Dunham,Imes make US Juniors

•UMaine Hockey

Sports Ticker Black Bears sweep high-flying UNH
By Tim Hopley

Dunham,Imes make US
Junior National Team

Sports Writer

Two University of Maine hockey players have been selected to play for the United
States Junior National team in the upcoming world championships.
Goaltender Mike Dunham and defenseman Chris Imes were chosen as members
ofthe 22-man team that will compete in the
championships to be held in Fussan/Kaufbeuren, Germany Dec. 26-Jan. 4.
Fellow UMaine teammate Jason Weinrich was chosen as a first alternate for the
team that is seen as very capable of winning
the championships.
Both players will miss the three tournaments the Black Bears will be playing in:
the Great Western Freez,eout, the Badger
Hockey Showdown and the Dexter Hockey Classic.
Dunham is 2-0 with a 1.50goals against
average thus far for the Black Bears. He is
coming offa broken pinky which sidelined
him for much of the early season.
Imes has become one of the better defenseman in Hockey Fast as Coach Shawn
Walsh is looking more and more to him in
key situations.
Weinrich too has stepped up his play,he
has five assists early on this season.

Hoosiers fall to No. 14
Kentucky 76-74
Senior Scott Pellerin scored four goals in the two-game UMaine sweep
Jamal Mashburn scored 21 points and
over
UNH. The tri-captain now has nine goals this season.(Boyd photo.)
Deron Feldhaus added 19 as No. 14 Kentucky took command with a long-range
assault, then held off a late rally to beat •UMaine
Men's Basketball
No. 9 Indiana, 76-74, yesterday at the
Hoosier Dome in Indianapolis.
Indiana nearly made up a 10-point
deficit in the final 4:30, but Greg Graham
By Tim Hopley
just two fast break points.
missed a 3-point attempt at the buzzer.
Sports Writer
Turnovers also hurt UMaine as UConn
Feldhaus,a 6-foot-7 inch senior, had
turned 20 Black Bear turnovers into 21
5 of Kentucky's 11 3-point field goals,
The University of Maine men's basket- points.
including two in a row midway through
ball team came oh so close to an upset of the
A year ago the Black Bears fell to UConn
the second half after Indiana used a 17No. 12 University of Connecticut Saturday, 85-60. Derrick Hodge led UMaine on that
9 surge to turn a 44-38 deficit into a 55but fell 85-71 in Storrs.
night with 16 points. Hodge is currently
53 lead.
The slack Bears stayed with the bigger, sitting out the first semester to concentrate
Indiana (2-2) tied the game for the
more physical Huskies for much ofthe game, on academics.
final time on a basket and free throw by
trailing by three at the intermission and six
Drives in the Lane:
Eric Anderson, but another 3-pointer by
with just over five minutes to play.
•Iliggins
played the contest still bothFeldhaus, a 3-point play by Mashburn
llConn pulled away late with Chris Smith ered by a groin injury as well as a dislocated
and a 3-pointshot by John Pelphrey pushed
pouring in 27, including 10-of-10 from the finger suffered in an earlier loss to Iowa
the Wildcats' lead to 9.
foul line, where the Huskies held a 28-6 State.
Kentucky led, 74-64, with 4:30 to go
advantage.
•The UMaine-Wisconsin-Milwaukee
before a basket by Greg Graham started a
Scott Burrell (17 points), Donyell Mar- series is tied at one with the Black Bears
10-2 spurt by the Hoosiers. Twq free
shall (13) and Brian Fair (11) were other winning the most recent game 89-63 in
throws by Graham brought the Hoosiers
double figure scorers for Coach Jim Cal- 1978-79.
within 2 points with under a minute left,
houn.
but Graham missed from a 3-point range
Francois Bouchard led UMaine (3-3).
Black Bear Basketball Stats
as time ran out.
The 6-foot-8 Bouchard knocked home 21
Men's through 6 games: 3-3
Indiana outscored Kentucky, 30-9,
points and added nine rebounds in the losName
(Gp) Min Pts Reb Ast
from the foul line-including 13free throws
ing effort. Kevin Terrell (19) and Fritz
Terrell
(6) 203 69 22 13
by Graham-but the Hoosiers had no 3Marseille(11)helped out the cause for the
Bouchard
(6) 18&„ 66 44
9
pointers and their leading scorer, Calbert
Black Bears, who now travel west to take
Higgins
(6)
224
62
16
31
Cheaney, was held to 4 points in the
on the Panthers of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Marseille
(6) 125 53 19
2
second half.
Monday.
Hulsey
(6)
150
48
22
19
Anderson led Indiana with 18 points,
Captain Marty Higgins had an off night
Jones
(6) 1 1 1
37 20
2
while Graham finished with 17 and
for UMaine,shooting 1-of-10from the field,
Hillman
(5)
63
31
20
2
Cheaney 16.
including 0-of-7 from three-point territory.
Barnes
(6) 123 29 15
0
Sean Woods, who had Kentucky's
The senior did have 10 assists.
Johnson
(2)
24
6
5
0
final
Indiana's
comeonly basket during
The Black Bears surprisingly outscored
Kearson
(4) 13
2
4
1
back., added 12 points.
the Huskies in the paint 32-26, but managed
Doran
(1)
1
0
0
0

UMaine falls short, 85-71

.11=1••

The weekend series between the University of Maine and the University of New
Hampshire was billed as a key, early season
match-up for both teams. What it turned out to
be was a two-game rout for the No. I ranked
Black Bears at the expense of the shorthanded UNH team.
UMaine(11-1 overall,5-1 in Hockey East)
throttled the 'Cats 9-0 Friday night before
sending the visitors packing Saturday 6-2.
Tlrie losses, the third and fourth in a row for
UNH,dropped Coach Dick Unite's squad to
8-4 overall, 3-2 in HE.
Playing against a 'Cat team without key
regulars Scott Morrow, Greg Klym, Jesse
Cooper and Jim McGrath, the Black Bears
took advantage early. Reigning HE Rookie of
the Week Wayne Conlan got things started in
the opener for UMaine, picking up his own
rebound and beating UNH netminder Jeff
Levy for a quick 1-0 lead.
Five-foot-four Cal Ingraham added to the
lead at the 11:50 mark of the first when he
knocked home a rebound of a Brian Downey
shot in mid air.
UMaine tri-captain Scott Pellerin ended
the impressive period for Coach Shawn
Walsh's team by flipping a back-hander over
Levy with 16 second left in the period.
The sell-out crowd of4,226 sent the Black
Bears to the dressing room with a rousing
standing ovation and with due cause, UMaine
outshot the highest-scoring team in HE 20-4 in
the opening stanza and totally dominated play.
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Cutting UMaine Football not the answer

By Paul Capriotti

how did you expect to garner any credibility there
is football.
So when everyone is getting done sharing
by opening your article with a falsehood? You
The
key point here is the majority of the time with loved ones, opening presen
On Tuesday December 3, 1991 I read an lost even
ts, and
more credibility when you exam- athletic depart
ment's money to operate the devouring splendid Christmas Day meals,
article in HUBRIS entitled "When Football ined
the financial structure of the program.
football program comes from non-state ap- they will turn to their televisions
Gets the Axe" written by Jennifer Morrison.
for entertainCurrently, them are 63 scholarships that propriations
,i.e.funds that are privately raised ment. What many will see is Carl
For those who did not read it, it was an article have
Smith
been awarded to student-athletes on the by the
athletic department. Cutting football dashing and darting through the
proposing that UMaine should drop its foot- footbal
opposing
l team. For the most pan, these are full would defini
tely not be advantageous to in- defense with the word "Maine" inscri
ball program. In the article, Jennifer gave schola
bed on
rships but them are some student athletes sure the prospe
rity of this institution.
several reasons she felt were grounds for the
his
helmet
This
.
will
send
out
a
messa
ge to
who receive only partial scholarships. Whatthis
Jennifer, my responses to your proposal potential college football player
relinquishment of the program. On behalf of says
s
watchi
ng
is the athletic department is paying the have been
sound and clear with facts that would this game,saying if you desire to play with
the University of Maine football program, I Univer
the
sity the tuition for those 63 students.
stand in court I would now like to state why it is best football players in the
would like to respond to Jennifer's rationale
country, then
Since the majority of scholarship student- impera
tive that football remain here at UMaine. UMaine can accommodate your goal.
for dropping the program.
athletes are from out of state, the athletic
On Tuesday, December 10, 1991,1 will be
Jennifer, in your opening paragraph you department
These promising young men who will be
is paying roughly $10,000 per honored in New
York City for my accomplish- attracted to UMaine will not only be
attemptto undermine the intellectual integrity studen
good
t. Which translates into the University ments
both in the classroom and on the football football players but good people
of the Maine football players. You stated,
.
Peopl
e
who
receiving approximately $630,000 because field.Fourte
enotherstudent-attiletesfromacross will go on to bigger and better
"Let's get serious - UMaine should cut its of
things
which
the team you proposed to cut_
the country will also be honored. By achieving will be a reflection on UMain
football program. Gone. Finito. I mean, with
e.
Further,the football team also hasclose to40 this honor
I will be presented an award at which
This in turn will better the University's
all these budget cuts, how important are a player
s whoare receiving no scholarship money the Presid
ent of the United States will be in reputation, more good people will
bunch of dumb jocks."
attend and
at all. They are going to school and playing attend
ance. By representing UMaine, the Uni- UMaine will grow and prospe
What you are saying is that UMaine should footbal
r while th
l at their own expense. This brings the versity's image
and reputation will shine not cycle continues over and over.
drop football in order to save money on the amoun
t of money which would be cut to nearly only in an athlete
s mind,but also in those whose
Jennifer, do you know what this cycle is
basis that we are a bunch of dumb jocks. I $1 millio
n if the football program were cut_
primary interests are academics.
guess I have to agree with you. Yes, we are
called
? Progress. By cutting football,the UniJennifer, you stated that a $556,224 exThis in tum will help create increased inter- versity would lose a vital
jocks, but dumb - I don't think so. If you had pense
componentfor growth.
was created by the scholarships award- est in the Univer
sity which will lead to more
done your homework thoroughly, you would ed to the
Jennifer, I don't know what your motives
student-athletes on the football team. money and more qualit
y students for UMaine. were for attacking football, but I do know
have never printed that "ominous phrase."
Yes, this is an expense, but to the athletic
Jennifer, I must tell you - Paul Capriotti you presented your inform
According to the UMaine admissions of- department,
ation poorly. The
not the University.
would have never come to UMaine if it had fact that credibility
fice,49.5 percent of UMaine's class of 1989
was lost from the onset of
The athletic department covers this cost not been for
its football team.
(including athletes) graduated. Fifty-six per- by bringi
your column says little for your deductive
ng in money from game guarantees,
I
would
also
like to point to an accomplish- reasoning.
centofthe football players in the class of 1989 ticket
revenue, program/yearbook sales,con- meritoffellow teamm
ate Carl Smith.(It is worth
graduated. Therefore the football tram had a cessio
The UMaine football program is neither
ns revenue,recreation fees, Black Bear mentioning Carl
will
graduate in May with a a financial burden,nor a burden to
graduation rate of 6.5 percent more than the fund, Capric
the school's
orn, ice licensing, gold cards, degree in business/fin
ance. He is also a member academic reputation. The graduation
University did.
rate of
summer camps,special events and academic of The
Senior Skulls Society, the highest non- the players prove
What this means is the football team actu- suppor
s this and so does the nat money from the NCAA.
academic honor society on campus).
ally brought up the graduation rate of the
tional recognition of several individuals on
The program does use money from state
On Christmas Day Carl will participate in the team.
student body rather than bring it down.
appropriations. However, we get this through the BlueGray All-Star football game. The
Therefore Jennifer, by calling us dumb the athleti
Honestly,I wish you the very best in your
c department, which has this money game will be broadc
ast by a major network future endeavors. You attend
you created a fallacy. My question to you is to operat
the same school
e with regardless of whether or not and be viewe
d by millions across the country. as I do and I wish all my
peers the very best.

No. 1 Black Bears sweep UNH
from page 17
The domination continued as Jim Montgomery and Pellerin again tallied goals in the
second period as the rout took shape.
Ingraham, Downey and Eric Fenton all
scored in a seven minute span for the Black
Bears at the beginning of the final period.
Pellerin finished offthe first UMaine hat trick
of the season at the 10:28 mark when he beat
UNH replacement goalie Brett Abel on a
wrap-around from behind the net.
The three goals gave Pellerin eight on the
season as the senior is regaining the form
which saw him share HE Rookie of the Year
honors three years ago.
"I'm playing on a great line (with Ingraham and Fenton),I got a lot ofchances tonight
and I missed some,but I'm happy to get'em,"
Pellerin said.
Meanwhile, Umile didn't find too many
thing to be happy about with his team.
"(UMaine) beat us all over the ice, we

have no excuses to play like that," l Irnile said.
UMaine goalie Mike Dunham, making his
second start on the year,made II saves in picking
up his second win Levy countered with 31 on 37
shots while Abel turned aside 7 of 10 for UNH.
Saturday'sgamestarted much like Friday's,as
Dowrry tallied on a power play 6:35 into the first.
llr 'Cats answered with their first goal of the
series just 18 Sefxnds later as Joe Halligan to a
passfromSaw Mitrovicand slid it past GarthSnow.
Jean-Yves Roy put UMaine back ahead as
Martin Robitaille set him up perfectly, rushing behind the net and feeding an open Roy,
who deposited the puck into an open net.
Pellerin was at it again with just over a
minute to play on a great individual effort.
Picking the puck up at center ice, Pellerin
went in on UNH defenseman Ted Russell.The
senior used his body to shield the first-year
defender away and slid the puck through the
legs of Levy for his tough goal in two nights.

PARKING BAN
Campus Parking Regulations state that no motor vehic
le
may be left parked on university owned or controlled prope
rty
during vacation periods. Such vehicles may be left
in the
parking lot across the street from the Public Safety Build
ing
on College Avenue at the owner's risk. Vehicles left else
where
and not in daily use will be ticketed and towed at the owne
r's
expense. Thank you for your cooperation.
0 Department of Public Safety

"I think both teams thought there was a
whistle because everyone seemed to stop,"
Pellerin said of his rush."I came up to(Russell) really slowly and then put on a burst of
speed to get around him and slide the puck
through the five hole."
The key point in the game though came
mid-way through the second period as both
Tony Link and Patrice Tardif of the Black
Bears were whistled off by referee Steve
McBride,giving the'Catsa5-on-3 power play.
With the crowd on its feet for nearly the
entire two minutes, UMaine held UNII to just
four shots during the span,killing off the potentially dangerous situation for the Black Bears.
"Killing the 5-on-3 was the major point of
the game," Pellerin said."The crowd wasjust
incredible, they got us pumped up. They
deserve a lot of credit for this win."
Montgomery and Eric Flinton of UNH
traded goals early in the third but Conlan put

the game effectively out of reach, scoring his
seventh goal without an assist on a 4-on-4
situation with 4:12 to play.
'That fifth goal was a killer for us," Urnile
said. "After that we just lost our legs."
Ingraham rounded out the scoring, banging home a rebound in the last minute of play
for the final of 6-2.
UMaine goalie Snow turned aside 21 of
23 shots while his opposite number Levy
stopped 22 of 28.
Shots from the Point:
•Saturday's game almost turned ugly
when,at one point,Greg Blow ofUNHjabbed
the blade end of his stick around the dividing
glass between the two teams' benches, striking UMaine netminder Dunham.
•The six goals given up by UNH's Levy in
both games is the second most he has allowed
in his career. He allowed eight in a game
against UMaine on Jan. 18th of this year.
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All bikes, save.
the Avalanche
$620
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for the holidays
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Sports Shorts
Countdown to World Cup begins
dent of the Italian Soccer Federation
NEW YORK(AP)— The coun
.
tdown to
Germany, which qualifies for the finals
the 1994 World Cup formally got
under way automatically as
defending champion,is said
Sunday with typical American pomp
and glitz. to be leaning toward
Chicago. The U.S. SocA record 141 nations were divid
ed into cer Federation, hopin
g to gain more public
qualifying groups at Madison Squar
e Garden attention, is moving
its offices next week
during a draw ceremony for the
tournament's from Colorado Sprin
gs,
Colo., to Chicago.
preliminary round.
The draw got little attention in the United
Twenty-two nations will emerge
for the States but drew a large conti
ngent of foreigntwo-year qualifying tournament and
join the ers. FIFA has 168 members,
two more than
United States and Germany in the
52-game the United Nations. FIFA
has
been criticized
World Cup finals, which will be playe
d in the by many soccer officials for
award
ing its most
United States from June 17-July 17,
1994. prestigious event to a country
with
little interThe American team qualifies autom
atically est in the game.
as the host.
"There are no doubts, no second thoughts
FIFA,the International Federation of
As- ofthe decision ofthe organizing
committee to
sociation Football, is bringing the world
's hold the World Cup in the United
States,"said
largest sporting event to the United State
s for Joao Havelange, the Brazilian
who
is presithe first time in the hope it willjump-start
U.S. dent ofFIFA.
interest in soccer. FIFA even moved the
qualFormer Brazilian star Pele and former
ifying draw away from its home base
in Germany captain and coach Franz
BeckenZurich, Switzerland.
bauer helped in the draw,and actress Barbara
"We've said many times, this will be
the Eden was the hostess. They were joine
d by
best World Cup ever,"said Alan Rothe
nberg, U.S. goalkeeper coach Tony Meol
a,
U.S.
a Los Angeles lawyer who is chair
man of coach Bora Milutinovic, members
of the U.S.
World Cup USA 1994, the organizati
on women's team who won the first world
womcharged with staging the tournament.
en's tournament last week and Abedi Pele of
The preliminary round begins March 1
Ghana, who flew to New York after a Saturand there will be approximately 300 game
s day night game in France.
before it ends in November 1993. There are
19 communities bidding to become the 12
Angels pick up Hayes in first off-season
U.S. sites for the finals, and soccer's stronger
trade with Philadelphia Phillies
nations already are jockeying to be based in
Miami Beach, Ha.(AP)- The California
the city of their choice.
Angels made the big noise at the winter meet"Coming to America and not playing in ings
Sunday, getting Von Hayes is a trade
New York would be an affront to the Italian
from Philadelphia a few hours after general
community," said Antonio Matterese, presimanager Whitey Herzog launched a face-to-

face tirade at I)anny Tartabull's agent.
The Angels, who traded Devon White to
Toronto in the opening deal of last year's
meetings, again made the first move. They
sent two top minor leaguers, pitcher Kyle
Abbott and outfielder Ruben Amaro Jr., to
Philadelphia for Hayes.
Hayes, 34, has been on the trading block
for several reasons. He played only 77 games
last year because of a broken right arm sustained when he was hit by a pitch from Tom
Browning,and batted just .225 with 21 RBI.
Hayes has not hit a home run since September 1990. Despite that,the Angels hope he

can fill some of the power void left by Dave
Winfield who was let go after hitting a team
leading 28 home runs.
"We were 13th in the league in runs scored
and 13th in on-base percentage." Herzog said.
"We know he's coming offa bad year. But he
can help us in those areas."
Herzog said Hayes will take Winfield's
spot in right field for now. The Angels are
struggling to re-sign first baseman Wally
Joyner, and Herzog said Hayes could play
there if necessary.
"We're not finished. We expect to do a lot
of things this week," Herzog said.

UlMaine Black Sears 9-0

Ulalaina Black Bears 6-2

Friday's Gam*
UMain•

Saturday's Game

3

2

4

9

UNH
First Period-1, UN Conlan 6 (Unassisted)
227 2, UM
Ingraham 5(Downey. Robitaille)(pp) 11:503
. UM Pellerin 6
(LaCouture,Silverman).Penalties-link UM
(interference)) 23:
Russell UNH (interference) 1034; Flanag
an UNH (holding)
13:44; Weinrich UM (holding) 16:58.
Second Period-4, UN Montgomery 7 (Roy,
Robitaille)
6:32.5. Pellerin 7(Imes, Ingraham)5:06, Penalti

es-Tepper UM

(late hit)6.00; Blow UNH (late hit)6:00 Salfi

UN(interference)

826; Imes USA (holding) 10 58
Third Period-6, Fenton 3(Imes)(pp)2:11.
7, Ingraham 6
(Pellerin, Fenton) 506. 8. Downey 8 (Roy,
Martin) 9 18 9,
Pellerin 6(unassisted) Penatties-Malone
UNH (interference)
0-43; SchmIdtke UNH (holding)4.05.
Shots on Goal-UM 20-15-12 - 47. UNH 43-4
- 11.
Power Plays-UM 2 for 6; UNH 0 for 5
Goolies-UM, Dunham,2.0(11shots-11 saves).
7.3 (37-31), Abel (10-7).

UMaine

3

3

6

UNI1

1

1

2

First Period-1, UN Downey 9(Robitaille,
Montgomery)
(pp) 6:35. 2, UNH Flanagan 12(Amodeo, Mitrovi
c)(pp)8:01
3, UN Roy 11 (Robitaille, Downey) 901.
4, Uts4 Pellerin 9
(unassisted)18:49.Penalties-Malone UNH(holdin

g)4:48, Mur-

phy UM (holding) 6:53.
Second Period. Penalties-Malone UNH (slashi
ng)
Link
UM (hooking) 8132. Tardif UM (interference)
13-02, Chebator
UNH(interference) 1807;Ingraham UM (hitfrom
behind)19-09
Third Period-S. UM Montgomery8(Downe
y)210 6, UNH
Flinton 3 (Donovan, Dexter) 2:36. 7, Conan
7 (LaCouture)
15.48 8,Ingraham )(Fenton.Pellerin)1901.Pena
lties-M itrovic
UNH (hooking) 7:45; Thomson UNH (late
hit) 551; Roy UM
(roughing/slashing) 14-05; Flanagan UNH (rough
ing) 1405.

o-.4e.

Shots on Goal-UM 10-13-10 -28. UNH 7-8-8
'23
Power Plays-UM 1 for 6, UNI1 1 for 4

UNH. Levy,

Goalies-UM,Snow, 9-1 (23 shots-21 saves) UNH,
Levy, 74(28-22)

Att - 4,226

At?- 3.998

STUDENT SENATE
ROLL CALL!

Guest Lecture Series

Pr()blems? questions? Contact one

Vietnam Veteran:

ofthefollowing:

Fall 1991
ON CAMPUS
Jill Harmon, 124 Androscoggin Hall, x49)5
Shawn Magaw, 210 Aroostook Hall, x4524
Barbara Homer, 229 Salentine Hall. x4622, x1760(Salen
tine, Colvin, Estabrooke)
Grant Samson, 326 Cumberland Hall, x4934
Bill Pinkerton, Box 146, 13-C Low, DTAV, x4208
Kimberly Pelletier, 304 Gannett Flail, x4923
Coolinoth, 160 Hancock Hall, x4774
Limel Murph, 124 Hart Hall, x4721
I
I. Fletcher, 326 Kennebec Hall, x4534
I
t:I3,k. Jr., 411 Penobscot Hall, x4648
N' lien I ileuteetx, 407 Somerset Hall, x4828
Al,in Winsloes, 315 Stodder Hall,'x4616
Dragomir Rade", 212 York Hall, x4513
Jennifet (JJ.) Pornerleau, 67 York Village, x4684/866-79
88
OFF CAMPUS
EliC Agren, 85 College Ave., Orono, 581-4160
Eric Beavis, 128 Forest Ave. , Orono, 866-0147
Cristopher Breen, 95 Park Place, Apt.8, Orono, 866-30
17
Everett Chandler, 299 State St. , Apr 3, Bangor, 942-90
72
Michael Chslidona, 370 College Ave., Orono,
581-3853
Thomas Corrigan, Jr., 375 College Ave. Orono, 866-44
64
Critopher DeBeck, 25
Sr , Brewer, 989-7508
Diane Doak, 23 Bradbu
r et, Old Town. 827-8415
Gt
Walter Poster, IV, 296 Stillwater Ave., Old Town, 827-83
23
Derik Goodine, 22 Maple Si, Brewer, 989-5441
!sal hart HRS. 370 College Ave., Orono, 581-38
53
Mary Mice Johnson, 74 Parkway North, Brewer
, 989-2229
kassally, 370 College Ave,, Orono,
581-3853
,I,
11 Minis, 370 College Ave., Orono, 581-3858
lithe Ann Mulcahy, Chi Omega House, 5131-41
61 or 581-4163
JocY Murray.3411 Margin St.., Orono,866-75A)
Scon Murray. 376 College Ave., Orono, 866-0207
Brian Pike. 1Sa Talmat Woocb, Orono, 866-56
18
Greg Thonipsun, 124 Howard St., Bangor, 947-54
61
Jim Tracey, 79 College Ave. Orono, 866-7225
Dan Veilleux, 214 Dunn Hall, Orono, 581-4742
BANGOR CAMPUS
riburcio Moscow), 13 Fruit St., Bangor, 945-5641 or 947-51
03
VACANT SEATS

Scott

C
urti
s

Mr. Curtis did an extended tour in 1970 and 1971,
and also lecra recon team(the "Airborne Rangers").
His speech graphically describes his Vietnam experiences.

Tuesday, December 10th,
8pm at 140 little Hal

I arfoni Flail seat, I Knox Hall seat, I Off canvas mak 3Bango
r Canvas (off-canv

as)

Free to the public!

Questions regarding the Senate or open seat
s may be
directed to Brent Littlefield at the Student Gov
ernment
Office, at 581-1776, 3rd Floor, Memorial Unio
n.
4t,

twe
SWM seeking lady 20-29 who considers herse
lf slim
and attractive. I'm into movies, bowling,
watching
videos at home, visiting nice restaurant
s and
rollerskating. 010001
Apartment for rent, Luxurious, 1 bedroom
walk
distance to campus, dishwasher, heat & hot ing
water
included. 8-month lease, $495/month. 11.1
0000
SWM 23, 51 11", 190 lbs, muscular build
seek
intelligent, enthusiastic, rock-n-roll SWN (sens s
itive
warm nymph) 18-24. I'm into music, animals
and
computers. 1710005
D-divrxced S- single B-block W-white
F-female

SM 28 who likes musk mountaineering, movies,

the stars Share a lovely home in Orono, perfect for a nice stude
nt,
and the New Age is searching for an intelligent, sensitive
everything included,reasonable,several options,avail
able
SF w/ the same interests. v10011
now. cr10007
SWM 23 needs a dynamic, socially adept introvert for X- Unive
rsity Poetry Anthology - seeks select creat
ive,
mas. I like the blues, screen writing, guitar and piano,am origi
nal poetry from students, faculty for its Spring
'92
a psychology major and very healthy looking for
the publication. Theme:Pathways to the Tree ofLife University
same qualities in a female between 19-24. It 10006
Paste-up Productions. tr10008
Professional Counselor especially for studentsand facul
ty. SWM who is into Star Trek,cross-country skiing & movi
Group-Individuat, all areas including self-actualization,
es
is looking for SWF w/similar interests. Must be some
what
interactive, humanistic, astrological. Astrograms
also attractive. No big egos please. w10010
individually prepared. Tr10009
Writing, editing, typing service. Professional write
r with
research, evaluation and analytical skills, maki
ng you
look good. Prompt and responsible. Also
resu
professionally written and strategically prepared mes
with
(Call costs $1 99 minute) target letters. 11.1001 2

1-900-988E5053
Responding to a Person 2 Person ad

Just call 1-900-988-5035 from any touch-tone phone where
you receive a bill and enter the 5-digit trnumber of the ad
that interests you. If your phone is set to pulse instead of
tone, you'll need to set it to tone after accessing the system
.
You may then leave a response, enter another +number,
or browse through other messages. ((alls cost 51.99/min.
)

Placing your free Person 2 Person ad

You can pkice your ad by calling 581-12/3 or by stopping by our offices in lord Hot

All Person? Person ads cue free and
kept confidential. When you place your ad you'll be given a voice mailbox +numb
er and atoll free number to call to receive
your messages After you receive your box number you'll need to record a greeti
ng foc people lecrring rnessoges for you.

Rules & Deadlines
Maine Campus Person 2 Person ads are for people seeking a
means of sc reening calls while retaining anonymrty. Pecan
2 Person ads ore ideal for singles seeking relationships, apartment/house
applicants for a lob, among other things. No full names, street
dwellers seeking roommates, or employers seeking
addresses or phone numbers will be included in ads. The Maine Campu
s will refuse ads that seek to buy or sell sexual services_ Ads containing
Al not be accepted. We reserve the right to edit or refuse any
explicit sexual Of anatomical language
ad. All Person? Person ads must be pkxed by 5.00 pm 2 workin
g &ifs prior to the date of publication and will remain in effect for?
weeks. Ads are kmited to 140 characters.

Maine Campusclassifieds
jobs
HeatWave Vacations. Inc. -- The only
student owned, student managed Sprin
g
Break operator is looking for campus
representatives. Earn free vacations and
the
biggest paychecks in the industry.
Call
(800)-395-WAVE.
CASH!CASH!CASH! ITS NOT TOO LATE
!
EARN YOUR HOLIDAY CASH MAIL
ING
BROCHURES!START IMMEDIATELY! RUSH
S.A.S. Envlp. Dept.C-100 P.O.Box 1068
Forked River NI 08731.
Be your own boss! Unlimited $ with NSAInformational meeting on Mon., Dec.
9 at
7:00 - Old Town Rm, Union

roommates
Roommate Wanted starting Ian. 1st
at
Stillwater Apts $150/mo or BO. Heat and
hot water included. Walking distance
to
Campus. Call 866-5890 evenings.
Roommate Needed for 2 bdr apt in Orono.
$185/month + utilities, heat & hot water
included with rent. Available Ian. Please
call 866-0061.
Roommate Needed ASAP! Quiet apt in
Old Town S225/mo. Call Tris 827-8035.
Roommates Needed for spring semester
at Washburn Place Call 866-5969
Roommate Wanted starting end of Dec
to share three bedroom apt in Bangor
S166/month+utils. Call 947-7276.

apartments
Room for Rent close to campus with
kitchen and bath privileges for quiet,
mature, adult S275/mo plus phone Call 8667002.
College Park near UMO. Studio, 160
bdr. apts avail now and for spring semester. Call 866-4832
For Rent: 1 bedroom luxurious apart
ment. Hot water 81 heat included in rent.
Dishwasher, on-site laundry facilities. 8month lease starts Jan. 1st. S495/mon
th.
Cheap! Call 866-5953.
2 bedroom apt for spring semester sublet, option to renew lease, Old Town newl
y
redecorated.5 min. drive to campus.Plenty of storage space $459 includes all utilities. Contact Peter at 827-8003.
One bedroom apt avail. immediately Furnished or unfurnished. Sublet College Park
Apts close to campus $325 + util. Call
Collect (508)-256-5261
2 BR spacious townhouse apt. with
2
baths conveniently located off Park St.
Ordno Call 990-5817 or 862-2061.
1 BR modern furnished apt. Walk to
UM.
Quiet, prof. setting. Avail now + Jan. Reasonable rent. 945-5810.

study abroad
STUDY ABROAD IN 1992-93. Discuss
it
with your family over the holidays. Appl
y
early.

personals

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE(N SE).
Study for a year or semester at another
university in the USA.

You have shown our ideals of friendship,
service and equality. Now you can proudly
say you are a Gamma Sig Sister. You did
a great job. Love, -The Sisterhood.

Visit STUDY ABROAD - N SE in the Greenhouse, 200, 203; 581-1585. Talk with
returned students.
ISEP Applications due no later than
January 15 for first choice placements.

Stop by the basementofLord 1-hill
for your classified ad.

stufffor sale
For sale, 1985 Subaru, 50,000 miles
No
rust. 5800+ just done in repairs $2350. Call
Wayde at 866-7321.
Car for sale: Toyota Starlet 1981 Asking
1500 or BO 35K miles on engine 135K on
car 30 mi/gal 866-4811
VW BUG 1976 turquoise excellent dependable transport No rust must sell $260
0
288-4145 -message at 866-4383

lost &found
Found: House key in Community parki
ng
lot in Orono, near USDA research build
ing
+ Perkins Hall. Call x1273 or come
to the
Maine Campus office.
Found:A key between Alumni + the
Steam
Plant. To claim call Laurie at 581-4359
or
827-2840
Found: Keychain with a hippopotamus
and 2 keys. Claim at the Maine Campus
or
call 581-1273.
Lose Something? Find something? Stop
by the basement of Lord Hall for your
FREE
lost or found ad

services
Gorgeous: Professional male and
female exotic dancers and singi
ng telegrams. Call 947-4406. Discounts.
Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experience
, replace zippers, hemming, etc, Will
pick up
+ deliver. Call Jeanne 827-5115
.
Anxious? Unintended pregnanc
y! Free
pregnancy test. Call 866-5579.
Orono Thrift Shop from Main St 2nd
rt off
Pine Wed 11-4 Sat 11-2

travel
DAYTONA BEACH!! - SPRING BREAK
'92
Feb.28- Mar.8. Oceanfront hotel on the
strip. Best beach, best clubs, best party
!!
Includes seven nights, hotel, and delux
e
roundtrip motorcoach trans. to and from
Florida. $299.00 quad. occ. Call Yankee
Tours for free brochure and sign upl
-8009DAYTONA, M-F, 8-6.

"_'Spring_Break 92. Prices from $299
"

Cancun - Bahamas - Jamaica - Carnival
Cruises Guaranteed lowest prices on campus!!! Save $25.00 if_you book by
Decembff__29,1991 For more information
call Advance Travel Toll Free 800-7557996 'We guarantee a memory of
a
lifetime"
Spring Break : Cancun, Bahamas from
1259.00 includes roundtrip air, 7
nights
hotel, parties, free admission, hotel taxes
and more! Organize a small group.
Earn
free trip. 1(800)BEACH IT.
CARIBBEAN only $189 roundtrip air
to
somewhere sunny and warm! Hitch a
ride
on a jet to EUROPE for $160! AIRHITCH
212-864-2000.

skiers
SKI-Intercollegiate Ski Weeks, $189
. Includes: 5 DAY LIFT TICKET/5 NIGH
TS
LODGING(MOUNTAINSIDE CONDO)
/5
DAYS INTERCOLLEGIATE ACTIVITI
ES,
Sponsored by Labatt's & MT. Discounts.
Jan 5-10, Jan 12-17, and Sprinsibre Call
ak
Ski Travel I inlimited 1-800-999-SKI
-9.

Classifieds
World
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Why Should You Go Greek?

Why go Greek?
The opportunities the Greek system offers an undergraduate are immeasurable. To those not involved in
the Greek system, however, these benefits may not be apparent.
LEADERSHIP is one of the best tools the system offers. What better way to learn skills that involve
conflict management, business management, public speaking skills, self-confidence and organization. These
are
things that are not taught in school.
COMMUNITY SERVICE Without the Greek system, many individuals would not be involved with raising money for local and national charities, or doing hands on volunteer work for needy families or organizations.
ACADEMICS There is an excellent networking of members, both within your own fraternity/ sorority
and throughout the system, who can offer support or materials that will help you strive toward academic
excellence.
SOCIAL LIFE The Greek system offers a large and diverse range of social events. These skills are important in helping a person function in social settings, and in the workplace.
ALUMNI CONNECTIONS The alumni a person meets are a valuable asset when it comes to finding a
job.
FRIENDSHIP is the highlight of the Greek system. The friendships a person develops will last a lifetime.
These friendships give a person identity, both with their fraternity and their university.
Fraternally yours, Troy D. White, Lambda Chi Alpha

The Interns This Semester...

Focal Points and Goals

This semester, the Greek Interns working out of Dean Lucy's office are Shanie Bartlett, Phi Mu, and Troy
White, Lambda Chi Alpha. The overall goal of the interns is to strengthen the Greek system. TO do this we have
devised ten components of our system that need to be worked on:
1.Greek Peer Educators-the Greek Peer Educators develop workshops, educational ads and public service
announcements for the Greek system, and is composed of fraternity and sorority members who volunteer their
time
and energy.
2.100% Greek participation in the Organizational fair September 21st. 100% participation by each Greek
group would give the system excellent exposure.
3.Promote student involvement in the United Way. Donating proceeds from philanthropic events to this
worthy cause would give the system positive public relations.
4.Getting good representation from Greeks during Rape Awareness Week.
5.Putting out a faculty newsletter. An attempt to build good relations between the system and the faculty.
6.Redo the Greek Video file directory in Dean Lucy' office.
7.Put together an emergency procedure directory.
8.Update the ancient "Points to Ponder" booklet distributed by Dean Lucy.
9.Work on strengthening Greek Academic excellence.
10.Put together a "Greek life at UMaine" booklet to distribute to incoming students.
If you have any questions or comments about these goals, please feel free to contact either Troy or Shanie.
After all, we are working for you!

Reaping the Benefits of Self Regulation
Since the first tion directive. Materials indicating achievement of self-regulation were due in writing
to the
appearance of Frater- Vice President for Student Affairs on December 1st, 1990.
nities at the State
Starting in April 1990, "I.F.C. began enforcing old rules and changed the constitution
University of New
to be more responsive to the individual chapters and whole system. This along with the
York at Albany in
improved leadership and controls has made made the fraternity community no longer a free
1983 and the initial
for all," said then I.F.C. president Craig Snyder.
organization of an
Significant achievements which were submitted to the vice president included:
Interfraternity CounJUDICIAL PROCESS...Specific standards of behavior are set and chapters are held
cil in 1985; the road
accountable when infractions are discovered. The judicial process has been routinely used
to self regulation has for everyone's benefit.
not been an easy
DRY RUSH...All rushing events are dry, and I.F.C. monitors attend each and every
one; but under the
chapter rushing to ensure compliance. At Albany, dry rush really means dry rush.
leadership of a
POSTING POLICY...All fraternity flyers posted on campus require I.F.C. approval. No
dedicated group of
sexist, racist, or alcohol related content is tolerated.
interfraternal leaders,
continued pg. 2
the I.F.C. has
emerged as a viable
The
student organization.
fine
art of
So much so that the
human
Vice President of
bowling.
Student Affairs
Introrecognized the I.F.C.
duced at
executive board with
last
the President's
spring's
Undergraduate
Greek
Leadership Award for
week
outstanding contrigong
bution to the SUNY
show in
Albany Greek comthe pit.
munity.
During the
spring term 1990,
each of the Greek
umbrella groups was
given a self-regula-

-0
women's organizations on campus, all new members
and executive board members attend mandatory date
rape and sexual harassment workshops.
In the process of implementing self regulation in
the fraternity community, chapters saw the benefits of
working interfraternally and gained respect for each
other. "It's like night and day comparing the I.F.C.
today to where it was a year and a half ago," says Jessica
Casey, Director of Student Activities and I.F.C. advisor.
"The leaders weren't sure if they wanted an I.F.C. Now
they are not only self regulating, but also self correcting." If an initial effort does not work or needs clarification, the I.F.C. quickly evaluates and makes the necessary adjustments.
Public relations increased as I.F.C. produced new
programs, and this new image resulted in the largest
rush in history; 422 men participated, Albany's rush
incorporated the N.I.C. fraternity forum model whereby
all rushees may preview all chapters in one place at one
given time.
In addition, all fraternity chvters worked together to collect food for the Capital'District Food
Pantry. The charity was a big success because everyone
mobilized quickly with each fraternity producing at
least one can per man. "This is a good example of a
positive effect of what we can do when we work together," said president Snyder.
In 1990 Albany administrators had legitimate

concerns about fraternities, but rather than telling I.F.C. what to do, they empowered the leaders to make the necessary changes. Non-regulation was not a choice,
and with the encouragement and support of the administration, fraternity leaders
proved they could regulate their system and be part of the university community
in the process.
The National Interfraternity Conference salutes the Interfraternity Council
at SUNY Albany and challenges all I.F.C.s to fulfill their responsibilities as sincerely.
*Note: this article is an excerpt from the Campus Commentary, Interchange Strategies for Improvement, a product of the National Interfraternity
Conference Inc. in Indiana.

A Short Story For A Freshman
It Will Only Take a Minute, Honest.
Some thoughts of the editor, then and now.

I squint tighter while another bottle smashes against my wall from the neighbor's room. My mind won't go to sleep. Probably
because I've been sleeping most of the four days I've been here. Why do they have us come here so long before classes
even start?
How did I end up in the only all-male dorm on campus? Classes haven't even started yet and already guys are sh&%#in
g in the
stairwells and throwing furniture out the study lounge windows.
My stomach wants to throw up and the smell of my roommate's old puke in the trash doesn't help at all.
He hasn't been here
more than two minutes at a time since day one. He's out drinking himself into the ground like everyone
else around here. Stumbling, I toss off the covers and grope for the lights. What a terrible smell. I've been so stressed inside it
has caused a ton of acne on
my face, and the light reminds me just how sorry I look in the mirror by the door. Even if I wanted
to sleep I couldn't. Stereo wars of
my hall-mates have been shaking the walls since the second they plugged the f@&#ing things in. Two,
three o'clock in the morning;
don't they ever have to sleep!? Where's the R.A.? I don't even know what he looks like.
Another bottle smashes against the wall from the other side. What a way to spend a Saturday night.
Or is it Sunday morning?
Huh, three thirty five A.M. I guess that makes it Sunday. I haven't eaten a thing in almost
two days and my skin is pale.
Every day my home sickness gets worse. I feel so alone I want to kill myself. Eighteen years
in South Boston suburbia surrounded by friends and family and now I'm three hundred miles north in Orono Maine. I've never
been away from home like this
before. My fever has gotten a little worse and I'm getting hot flashes. You'd think of the 12,000
people at this place I'd know someone, but every person is a total stranger. I don't even really know where I am, this campus
goes on forever.
The clammy sweat is making my forehead shine. I've never looked or felt this bad before.
They'll think I'm such a pussy if I
tell them I miss my family. I'm going crazy, I have to get out of this room, now. Peeking out
the door I check to make sure nobody's
in the hallway. Luckily I make it to the bathroom; I don't want anyone to see that
I've been crying. Straight past the vomit smattered
stalls I head for the shower at the very back. Yuk, someone's still tossing up a storm in
that one over there, still clutching a Natural
Light in one hand.
Pulling the shower curtain closed I curl up in a little ball on the hard wood bench.
What's wrong with me!? With my body
shivering, somehow my puffy red eyes cry'me to sleep right there. I think the last thing
I heard was that guy in the stall dry heaving
his Saturday night away.
I never really told anyone about that night. Four years later I feel so stupid about the
way I was then. I have a funny way of
losing my perspective sometimes. There was no reason for me to be so screwed
up. But at the time I really felt like I was dying. It was
the delivery of a small white piece of paper, to my doorstep, by fifteen well dressed
young men that became the turning point in my
college life. It was a hand shake, it was a sincere smile. Regardless of the resources that
may have been available to help me, that
invitation to join the fraternity was the one thing that actually did. They reached
out, accepted me for what I was and saw the potential that lay hidden within me.
We are told through our literature in Kappa Sigma that we were founded originall
y as a secret group of students for protection
against the followers of an evil governor in an ancient city in Italy. The Governor
and his followers would regularly beat and rob
helpless students.
Today the Governor's face is different, but the principle is still the same. His
face is loneliness. His face is the need to belong.
His face is instability in the transition from family life to independence in the real
world; as well as many other things, depending on
the person.
Kappa Sigma has given me long term, stable relationships in a world that
changes constantly. Where will I be tomorrow? Next
year? Even just over Christmas break? Because of the Fraternity I will never be
alone again. It gives me support during the four year
college term where we're expected to find ourselves and get a career direction; a
place to feel good in an academic environment that
constantly asks me where I'm going with myself. Through my brothers and
our ritual I found myself and where I belong.
I get a funny feeling when I go back to my freshman year dorm. I'm a lot
different now than the boy who cried himself to
sleep. But in a wierd way I'm the same too.(I still hate the smell of vomit!) The
only part of me left in that building is a large mural I
painted in the hall outside my third floor room to pass the time. Somehow it has
repainting sessions. Sure I'm sappy, but it still chokes me up to look at it when survived four years of Maine Day dorm interior
I have the occasion.
So you can believe the desk-top carving and bathroom stall philosophers
or you can come find out the truth for yourself. You
have nothing to lose and a world to gain. All of our Greek groups are a little
different in their own way. I bet there's one for you.
P.S. If you made it this far, thanks for taking the time to read. I hope I
made it worth your while.
Sincerely, Mike Laramee, Kappa Sigma, I.F.C. Public Relations, A.E.K.D.B.

Fraternities
Fall '89

Spring '90

2.6843
2.5149
2.3913
2.3798
2.3519
2.3357
2.3309
2.3277
2.2779
2.2607
2.2354
2.2245
2.0953
2.0672

2.7673
2.5294
2.4893
2.4500*
2.4144
2.4139
2.3634
2.3633
2.3443
2.3441
2.3126
2.2879
2.2543
2.2265
2.0069

Fraternity Averages
2.3198
2.3662

Peer
Educators
The Greek Peer
Educator program was
initiated in December
1990 as an outreach
program for the University of Maine Greek
system. Designed to
promote healthy
attitudes and positive
practices regarding the
use of alcohol, risk
management and
sexuality by all members of the UMaine
Greek community.
The Greek Peer
Educators program is
comprised of speciallytrained undergraduate
Greek Students. These
students volunteer
their time to provide
educational programs
in Fraternities, Sororities and workshops on
campus. Their primary
responsibilities include;
conducting workshops,
designing and distributing educational
materials and assisting
in community health
fairs.
A typical program consists of the
performance of a skit,
followed by discussion
questions which are
answered in small
groups. These questions are then discussed and further
information is presented by the educators. Active audience
involvement is encouraged and has been
found to enhance the
understanding of
information by the
audience during the
discussion period.
If you would
like further information regarding the
Greek Peer Education
program or would like
to become a Greek Peer
Educator please contact: Dean William
Lucy, c/o Student
Activities Office, Memorial Union, or call
581-1793.

Fall '90

liCaderrilCS
Sororities

I I

Spring '91

2.7611
2.7326
2.6839
2.6153
2.6116
2.5577
2.5383
2.5279
2.5249*
2.4767
2.4114
2.4093
2.3684
2.3462
2.2546

2.7596
2.5687
2.5619
2.5529
2.5356*
2.5257
2.4760
2.4654
2.4574
2.3669
2.2554
2.1711
1.7607

2.4786

2.4101

Fall '89
2.7877
2.6992
2.5655
2.5566
2.5133
2.4965

Spring '90
3.0902
2.9666
2.7458
2.7300*
2.6895
2.6863
2.5455
2.5294

Sorority Averages
2.6020
2.7505

Fall '90
2.9764
2.8647
2.8243
2.7980*
2.6839
2.6802
2.6476
2.4651

Spring '91
2.9401
2.8461
2.8242
2.7588
2.7285
2.6701
2.6046
2.5263

*Denotes the all male and all temale undergraduate average including 41-time two
year students
Cogratulations to Delta Zeta, Chi
Omega, Phi Kappa Sigma, Sigma Nu,
Kappa Sigma and Delta Tau Delta for
achieving chapter averages G.P.A.s
higher than the all male and female
averages on campus last spring!

2.7346

2.7249

A Statement of Fraternity Values and Ethics
In an effort to lessen the disparity between fraternity ideals and individual behavior and to personalize
these ideals in the daily undergraduate experience, the following Basic Expectations of fraternity membership
have been established:
1.1 will know and understand the ideals expressed in my fraternity ritual and will strive to incorporate
them into my daily life.
2.1 will strive for academic achievement and practice academic integrity.
3.1 will respect the dignity of all persons; therefore, I will not physically, mentally, psychologically, or
sexually abuse or haze any human being.
4.1 will protect the health and safety of all human beings.
5.1 will respect my property and the property of others; therefore, I will neither abuse nor tolerate the
abuse of property.
6.1 will meet my financial obligations in a timely manner.
7.1 will neither use nor support the use of illegal drugs; I will neither abuse nor support the abuse of
alcohol.
8.1 acknowledge that a clean and attractive environment is essential to both physical and mental
health; therefore, I will do all in my power to see that the chapter property is properly cleaned and maintained.
9.1 will challenge all my fraternity members abide by these fraternal expectations and will confront
those who violate them.
"A Statement of Fraternity Values and Ethnics" was drafted by the National Interfraternity Conference
commission on Values and Ethics, 1989.

National Interfraternity Conference Criteria
By Unanimous vote on December 4, 1981, the House of Delegates of the National Interfraternity Conference
established six criteria affirming the role of Greek life. These criteria (listed below, emphasis added) were practiced by
the by the following statements underscoring the importance of a partnership between Greek chapters and Universities:
The 200 year old, tradition rich, fraternity system is uniquely qualified to contribute positively to the primary
functions of colleges and universities. Recognizing that a partnership exists between the fraternities and the host institutions to promote the most complete personal, intellectual, physical and social development of its members, the NIC
fraternities affirm that:
1.The objectives and activities of undergraduate chapters be in accord with the aims and purposes of the institution where the chapter is located.
2.Undergraduate chapters build within their ranks, through participation in campus and Greek life, long lasting
supportive loyalties to the institution; it be mutually recognized that fraternities; founded on idealism, ripened on
heratige and nurtured by lifelong allegiances, offer colleges a valuable ally in providing students with a sustaining and
rewarding college experience.
3.Undergraduate fraternity chapters, working in a spirit of cooperation with their alumni and representatives of
the college, promote conduct consistent responsible behavior and citizenship.
4.A primary goal of our
undergraduate chapters be to
create an atmosphere which
will stimulate substantial
intellectual achievement and
leadership development.
5.Fraternity chapters
where housed be in quarters
which are safe and wholesome
in atmosphere.
6.Undergraduate
chapters demonstrate principles of sound business
practice in chapter financial
management and that they
inculcate a similar sense of
responsibility within each
member.
loin submission by Chi Omega

Some Kappa Sigs demonstrate the Disc
o Delusions incurred from
"Macho Juice" consumption.
AEKDB

iame care
ofyourself
THINK
BEFORE
YOU
DRINK!

Striking the Balance and Long Term Decision
What does it mean to me?
When I came to UMaine in the Fall 1989
, my first priority
was to learn how to balance studying
and partying. In highschool, I had been involved in a variety
of organizations; sports,
band, editor of the yearbook, class trea
surer, e.t.c... and I maintained a 3.8 G.P.A.. In college I vowed
not to become so involved. I wanted to focus on socializ
ing. Not a real difficult goal.
I was successful; parties every weeken
d and lots of weeknights
and I had a 2.9. Not very impressive.
I got into some pretty
dangerous situations too, while I was unde
ing home alone, being followed by men r the influence; walk, riding with people I
didn't know were sober or drunk, e.t.c
... After some months of
this, I decided to take a look at myself.
What did I have to show
for all my time and money spent at UMa
ine? I tried to get involved. I joined chorus, tour guides and
tried to clamp down, but
it is really difficult to get out of the habi
t of partying all the time.
In Spring of 1990 my R.A. stopped by
my room with some
flyers. (Advertisement for a sorority.) She
asked me if I was
interested in a sorority. Oh sure, that's
all I didn't need, more
socializing. Some friends on the floor were
going to a rush with
her. Should I go? I had heard so many
negative things about
Greeks; hazing, drugs, the money, it take
s a lot of time... Did I
really want to get involved with some
thing like this? I was
curious, so I went.
I hadn't realized how nervous I would
be until I walked
into the room. All those unfamiliar face
s focused on me."Welcome to Phi Mu!" everyone said. Right,
I wanted to leave. After
an hour or so I left. I didn't have a nega
tive feeling when I
walked home from the rush, but I wasn
't exactly pro-sorority,
let's-go-out-and-recruit-the-campus at
this point either. I really
was kind of blank to the notion of join
ing. To be honest, I was
really only interested in the fact that Phi
Mu was being reorganized at the time, and most everyone was
new to the sorority,
like me. I could make a difference.
Questions kept nagging at me; How wou
ld I pay for this?
Is it really expensive? What would I do
if I was hazed? Do I really

s

like these Phi Mu women? I went to a few more meetings,
and
then they came to my room and asked me to join. I really
hadn
't
any expectations up to this point, no real positive feelings
or
negative. But when they asked me if I wanted a bow-pin
, I felt so
happy and honored I couldn't refuse. It is a big decision
. It is a
scary decision. You are pledging yourself to an organiza
tion
life, you can never get out of it. Will I make the right choi for
ce? I
said yes.
Did I make the right choice? Now, a year and a half
later I
am president. I have also been membership director
and community service chairperson of Phi Mu. I am involved
in student
interviewers, student alumni association, tour guid
es, Greek
interns, e.t.c... I have received a scholarship from Phi
Mu foundation and my G.P.A. is a little better than two year
s ago, 3.5.
I don't know if I can contribute all of what I feel
I have
done at UMaine to Phi Mu, but a lot of it I can.
Phi Mu has
created an incentive for me to get involved and take
responsibility. The leadership abilities I have gained thro
ugh Phi Mu could
never have been gained any place else in coll
ege. I must know
how to motivate the sisters, work with them,
be their friend and
their president. Any president can tell presiden
t can tell you that
is a tough job. In recent years hazing has been
drastically diminished and hopefully eliminated from all
groups. Many other
things that you may be aware of have been
improved and enhanced. Greeks are constantly on guard.
This is really unfair, but
at the same time it has caused us to take
a second look at our
Greek group and its meaning.
If there is one philosophy I have learned
through my Phi
Mu experience that I can carry through
life, it is not to prejudge
someone or something; what you get
is what you put into it. I
will always keep to the "...meaning, spiri
t
Mu..."; Love, Honor and Truth. The bow and reality of Phi
-pin I wore on my chest
will always be with me and will alwa
ys be a reminder of the
friends I made and the once in a life
time
made the right choice to join a sorority experience I have. I
.
Shanie Bartlett, Phi Mu!

Reflections on Sisterhood It'a myth to think rape doesn't
This is the time of year we, the sisters of
Pi Beta Phi talk
with our pledges and share our experien
ces and thoughts on
sorority life. In turn, the pledges relate
to us what they want to
receive and give to Pi Phi.
We chose our seniors to express their feel
ings and how
they've benefited from sorority life. One
sister hit the true
meaning of Pi Phi. "Pi Phi will always be
a part of you." It can
be full of laughter and happiness while
at other times it can be
full of sweat and tears. After being a mem
ber for four years I
have experienced the true meaning of
friendship, and I learned
that something worth having is somethin
g worth working for.
After the seniors spoke, the pledges reflecte
d on their
expectations and thoughts on Pi Phi. "I
joined Pi Phi for its
diversity and individualism. I want the type
of close friendship
I see in the sisters around me. I hope to give
this sorority
someone they can depend on. I want the
bond of a lifetime."
After all the sisters spoke, after the tear
s and laughter, a
sister read a poem that touched everyone
's heart...
Your life is like a door.
There are many people who walk into
your life.
There are many people who walk out of
your life.
But of all those people, only a few
leave footprints on your heart forever.
Pi Phi has left many footprints on all our
hearts.

happen at schools like the University ofMaine.IT DOES. Educate
yourself
Grk. Pr. Edctrs.

PI P
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Traditionally, critics of the Greek
system view fraternities and sororities as
homogeneous establishments that fail to be
active within non-Greek campus organizations. I thought that this was a quickly
fading notion. However, throughout the
course of a Tuesday teleconference, it was
brutally obvious that the panel's anti-Greek
member based his platform on the idea that
the Greek organization shelters its members,
hindering their non-Greek involvement.
This particular individual is a professor at
the University of Indiana. It appears to me
that his general thesis is a miserable failure
on the University of Maine campus.
As a first year student, it is particularly easy to get caught up in the sheer size
of a University campus. Becoming affiliated
with a Greek organization is one of the most
fulfilling ways to orient a new student.
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Membership provides an academic, social
and professional focus. In addition, becoming a member of a fraternity or sorority
allows a student to open doors they didn't
even realize existed.
One of the most important aspects of
being Greek is the multitude of connections
that can be made within the campus. Because there is a significant degree of age
stratification within most Greek organizations, the older members can provide the
younger members with valuable information. This information includes everything
from academic resources to campus societies,
clubs and organizations. It is because of this
environment, that many Greeks branch out
from their respective establishments and
become involved in a multitude of campus
organizations.
Greek involvement in campus organi-
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zations covers an incredibly broad range.
Such involvement includes professional
societies, athletic clubs, philanthropic clubs,
honor societies, et cetera. Simply, the point
here is that members of the University of
Maine Greek system are some of the most
active students on campus. Choosing to
become Greek is one of the most lucrative
decisions an individual can make. Continuing to be active by participating on campus
organizations is part of the road to betterment. It appears to me that the ignorant
masses who choose to view Greeks as isolated cliques are pretty sheltered. I am not
sure what the University of Indiana is like;
nor do I really care. There are an incredible
number of Greek brothers and sisters on this
campus who are doing a great service to the
University of Maine.
John W. Martel, Phi Kappa Sigma

Not Everybody Does It, But Everybody Should
I had just stepped out of class when I heard a voice yell,
"Hi, are you going tonight?" I turned around and talked to the
girl; my sister. We must have talked for five minutes when we
both looked at the time and headed toward our separate classes.
It was the first day of my junior year so the class was new
to me. I walked through wondering where I should sit. As I
scanned the huge lecture hall I saw literally seven people I knew
and five of them were my sisters. Immediately I felt comfortable
in the room and excited about the class.
After class I went to the Bear's Den. The first thing that ran
through my mind was,"Am I going to have to sit alone?" At the
risk of sitting at a table for one and pretending to watch television pretending to be interested, I went in. The first thing I saw
upon entering was a group of girls sitting around a table. I was so
happy when I saw their faces and realized eight of my sisters were
there and I definitely wouldn't be sitting alone.
I could go on about the benefits of having sisters. If you
are not in a sorority or fraternity, you may not know what I
mean. The sisters I'm talking about are not biological, yet all

belong to the same family. Just like any family, we all have
friends outside the sorority, and that is important. What is more
important to me, however, is the fact that if I ever needed
someone I know that there are 59 others, but I can count on any
one of them. In fact, I met most of my roommates and best
friends through the sorority.
I have heard people say at different times that they were
not "sorority" or "fraternity" material. What has always boggled
my mind is this question: How can you not be interested or at
least curious to find out about a group based on making close
ties and having a good time? That only touches the surface,
however. Greek life can give you a chance to work on your
leadership skills, to get help scholastically if you need it, to
become more involved on campus, to meet many different
people, and most of all, to help you see your strengths so you
can become the person that you want to be.
There are many sororities and fraternities on campus,
maybe there is one for you.
Betsy Willard, Delta Delta Delta

The Sorority Rushees' Bill of Ri hts
The right to be treated as an individual.
The right to be fully informed about the rush process.
The right to ask questions and receive true and objective answers from
rush counselors and members.
The right to be treated with respect.
The right to be treated as a capable and mature person without being
patronized.
The right to ask how and why and receive straight answers.
The right to have and express opinions to rush counselors.
The right to have inviolable confidentiality when sharing information

with rush counselors.
The right to make informed choices without undue pressure from others.
The right to be fully informed about the binding agreements implicit in
the preference card signing.
The right to make one's own choice and decision and accept full responsibility for the results of that decision.
The right to have a positive, safe and enriching rush and pledging experience.
*An excerpt from Viewpoint, a National Panhellenic Conference
publication.

Judgemental Perspectives
The Greek system at the University of Maine has come under
intense scrutiny in recent years by members of the faculty, community and student body. The negative attitude of the faculty towards
the social atmosphere of Greeks and the reluctance to understand
fraternal organizations has weakened the Greek community as a
whole. Individual chapters are strong, but the chain is weak because
we are divided. Don't be mislead by overused generalities and propaganda. Granted we have faults and have made mistakes, not unlike
many college students present, past and future. We are singled out
because we are a group, we accept this fact and realize because we
are a group; we accept this fact and realize that because we are a
group with ideals, we must strive for them. "There are no perfect
men, only perfect intentions." Do not judge the group by the mis
takes of a few individuals.
I came to Sigma Phi Epsilon because a high school friend was
already a brother. I had no idea about fraternities except the stereotypes. I liked the social aspects, just like everyone else, it is a part of
the college phenomenon. I found that the stereotypes do exist on a
limited scale, but I also found so much more. I found people who
care about academics, the University, the community, athletics and
each other. While living in this close knit community, you form
closer ties with some more than others, and have differences of
opinion.(That can cause conflicts of interest leading to tensions.)
These situations are a valuable learning experience in dealing with
different people. In the end, the bonds you form and the memories
will never be forgotten. This is why I choose to be a Greek.
Jon Rockwell, Sigma Phi Epsilon

From Second Grade to College
And Some Steps Inbetween
Let's face it, college exhausts and bores even the
most successful students. Sometimes the best cure for
semester dull-drums is to step away from the University,
back in time to the second grade classroom; that's what my
brothers and I did.
As part of an ongoing community program my
fraternity adopted a second grade class from the Brewer
Elementary School. Each week as we walked through the
halls to visit our little friends, we could here their screams
and cheers of excitement in anticipation of our arrival. For
an hour we'd read stories, play games and let the kids crawl
all over us. What a blast!
As the fall semester nears its end, Delta Upsilon
continues to step off campus and participate in such services as, a canned food drive for a local shelter, volunteering at the Y.M.C.A. and collecting bottles for a needy
cause. Besides helping the community, such projects boost
our spirits tremendously and help us escape the University
and the stresses that come with it.
Brent, Delta Upsilon

October tenth marked the one hundred nineteenth
anniversary for the Alpha Phi sorority! In honor of our
founders day and the Original Ten, Delta Nu chapter of
Alpha Phi wore silver and bordeaux ribbons and attended a
special ceremony organized by Cynthia Cox. The world
may have changed a lot since 1872, but the high values
and standards of Alpha Phi have stood the test of time!
Over October break several Alpha Phi's traveled to Syracuse University to see where Alpha Phi was established and
to visit our Syracuse sisters.
During family and friends weekend, we held our
annual twenty-four hour Teeter-totter-a-thon to raise
money for Alpha Phi's philanthropy, EMMC Healthy Heart
Program. Thanks to the brothers of APO and Lambda Chi
Alpha for their participation. Even though it rained, we
"teetered" the cold night away!
Stacey Tucker,Joanne Lee, Alpha Phi P.R.
•

•

Variety of Activity and Membership
The activity at the Delt house has been in its usual abundance. After a one
year absence from the UMaine campus (while studying in Salzburg, Austria under
the auspices of the New England University "Study Abroad" program), it took
me
no time at all to recapture what it means to be a member of Delta Tau Delta fraternity.
The semester began with a visit from our international president, Dave
Nagel. A dinner in his honor was enjoyed by the entire brotherhood, as
well as our
guest, Dean Lucy. Brother Nagel covered a wide variety of topics in his addres
s to
the brotherhood. I found no one point more relevant to our existence UMain
at
e
than the following; Though our international fraternity has proudly added
new
chapters over the past few years, this has not kept pace with the chapte
rs which
have been expelled from their respective campuses. Though disappointin
g, we look
on this not in a negative sense, but rather as a barometer measuring our
situation
here at UMaine. Thus resulting in the ever evolving face of Delta Tau Delta
here on
campus, turning to face the change.
Another major event which brought the brotherhood together was our
chicken-kabob sale at the organizational fair during family and friends weeken
d.
The event was a big hit with the crowd on the mall and all proceeds were
donated
to the United Way. Many thanks to our Public Relations Chairman, Adam
Griffiths, who did a fine job organizing and running the barbecue.
It's a credit to our numbers that we can accomplish what we do. No house
can be expected to survive without a steady influx of new membership;
complete
with new ideas, personalities and influences. Congratulations to the
nine new
brothers of Delta Tau Delta initiated at the beginning of this semester;
John Johnson, Dana Shaw, Charles Hawkins, Tom Marton, Mike Freeman, Eric
Brenner, Steve
Taber, Scott Dillon and Jack Reetz. The brotherhood welcomes you to
help maintain our good standing.
Naturally the most important facet of our membership maintenance
is our
rush, which is being conducted by our rush chairman, Patrick Maxcy
. Pat is working hard to assemble a new pledge class, and his work is thankfully
paying off for
us in a currently successful rush.
Academics has also been a positive point for us as we proudly find oursel
ves
scoring a higher G.P.A. than the campus all-men's average last semest
er. This is
due in part to the efforts of academic chairman Mathew Vaughn, who
has used
mandatory study hours for struggling brothers and an academic team
competition
as helpful tools and incentives.
Intramural chairman Timothy Peddie has organized us into a compet
itive
unit, competing in and doing well in all intramural sports to date.
As you can see, a wide variety of activity has made for a busy and worthwhile semester so far at the DeIt house. Upon returning to the campu
s this fall, I
was immediately reminded that it is this diversity which is what being
a DeIt at
UMaine is all about.
Kevin P. Greene, Delta Tau Delta

L to R: Tim Peddie, Matt Ogier(obstructed), Todd Mills and Greg Steinb
erg(back
to camera) greet an unidentified returning U.S. soldier returning from Operat
ion
Desert Storm at Bangor Airport this past spring.

Alpha Phis after a weekly meeting in Hancock Hall

VOICE
News
VOlunteers In Community Efforts is a
program on campus run out of the Student
Activities Office in the Union. VOICE is here to
promote volunteerism on campus. As the VOICE
intern it is my job to coordinate volunteer jobs
with people or organizations who want volunteer experiences. I am here as a resource for the
Greek groups as well as individuals. If your group
needs a volunteer project please contact the
voice office at 581-1796, or stop in. If your group
is planning or currently involved in a service
project of any kind I want to know!! Not only
will your project be recorded on the volunteer
calender in Dean Lucy's office, it will also go into
the Maine Perspective and possibly the Campus
Crier. Some projects that warrant your attention
include:
SALVATION ARMY needs bell
ringers, your group could do a few hours in
teams. It's fun and easy!! contact Lt. Wood at
941-2990.
THE STUDENT HELP-LINE needs
you!! If anyone is interested please don't hesitate
to contact Kristen Wintermute at 581-4020
THE HAMMOND STREET ECUMENICAL FOOD CUPBOARD needs people to
greet and bag food. please contact me.
Jennifer Cochrane, VOICE

Reorganization Efforts Rewarded
Phi Kappa Sigma: Reorganization in 1988
In 1988, Phi Kappa Sigma was reorganized. A
year earlier all but eleven brothers had been kicked
out by the housing corporation. These brothers were
kicked out for causing many problems in the fraternity, one of which was hazing. These brothers liked to
haze, while the eleven that remained were totally
against it. Because of this and several other problems,
the brotherhood divided into two groups. Since they
did not get along with the eleven, and caused many
problems, they were kicked out.
After this drastic change, the remaining eleven
brothers had to manage on their own to revive the
house. They got a lot of help from the housing corporation, who fixed and cleaned up the house. These
brothers stressed academic excellence as well as a
haze-free house. Once the number of brothers increased, the house became easier to manage. Their
grades improved; quality new members were initiat
ed;
intramurals remained strong; and more community
service activities were worked on. The house turned
around so rapidly that they won the Dionne award
for
the outstanding chapter on campus for the school
year 1989-90.
Since then, Phi Kappa Sigma has remained
strong in all areas, They have had the highest
grade
point average of all fraternities on campus for five
out
of the last six semesters. They continue to get
quality
guys to join their new member program. This
reorganization in 1988 has completely turned Phi
Kappa
Sigma's attitude around. They turned into a
house
that sets high goals and strives to achieve
them.
Matt Begin, Phi Kappa Sigma

On Thursday October 31st, Tau Kappa Epsilon,
Alpha Omicron Pi and Chi Omega had a haunted house at the TKE house. All proceeds from the project were donated to the United
Way. The event was well attended by many children from the local area schools.
Tracey Boutin, Chi Omega
On a warm weekend in July, Chi Omega sorority
held a reunion at a sister's camp in Enfield, New Hampshire. It was a great bonding
period for the sisters after stressful finals in May and
working during the summer months. These days were spent rafting, swimming, playing volleyball, singing and eating by an open fire. It was a
fantastic time as all Chi O's got to know each other a little better. Reunions are a
lot of fun and a great time to catch up on old times.
Wendy Stadnicki, Chi Omega

Diversity ofInvolvement

Delta Zeta had a great semester. Currently, we have
seventeen pledges; eight of which pledged in from formal rush and nine others
which we will be proud to initiate soon!
Within Delta Zeta there are a wide range of interests. We have
sisters involved in Sophomore Eagles, All Maine Women,SAA, AMA,
Resident Assistants, Panhellenic President, Order of Omega, and
Order of Omega President. During our annual Province Weekend our
former Academic chairperson, Becca Bruce, won a National Award for
her program. Once again, Delta Zeta has maintained their high
G.P.A.. Let's keep up the good work.
Looking ahead, the sisters and pledges of Delta Zeta have had many
social and charitable events. We we put on a bake sale for all of
those who love sweets, a car wash for those who wash them but once
a year, a haunted house with Alpha Gamma Rho, and, of course, our
annual semi-formal which was held on November 23.
Have a good holiday season!

Alpha Gam brothers welcoming Dana home

Brotherhood

,oBack Row, L to R: Erin Ahern, Gretchen Bauer, Dawn Wheaton,
Anne Hilton, Bethany Gates, Danielle Roy. First Row: Debra
McKechnie, Robin Spinner, Christa McKechnie, Deb Greenberg,
Delta Zeta

Here at home and abroad
Unity, spirit and obligation are three things each Alpha Gam brother posses whether he is in Maine or Minnesota. The brothers at Psi
Chapter had a chance to really express those feelings on April ninth, 1991. This was the day brother Condron came home from Operation
Desert Storm; and all the actives were there to greet him when he stepped off the plane.
The cheer that rang through Bangor International Airport told the story as brother Dana Condron came around the corner. With the
cheer of "Dana, Dana, Dana," an excited Marine jumped the rope holding the crowd back and his brothers surrounded him. Tears welled
up inside each and every one of our eyes and a few of them were shed. The feelings inside were different for everyone but the expressions
were the same. Dana was home, almost five months after leaving the states, his parents, and his brothers and we are all glad to have him
back in the U.S.A. The brothers at Psi Chapter would like to thank him and all the troops who served in the Persian Gulf and we want Dana
to know that as a brotherhood and as Alpha Gam; we are especially proud of him.
Many of the brothers wrote Dana while he was over in the Gulf. There has never been a happier moment than when we saw Dana in
the line of troops coming off the plane. Dana, like any brother in a fraternity, has made a bond with each brother and, whether he was
overseas or in the next room, we take pride in all the things that Dana has done for both our house and our country.
Tom Donahue, Alpha Gamma Rho

It Takes More Than Rugby
When I was a freshman here at the University, I was
anxious to become part of an organization, something that
would hold my interest and offer some excitement. Being
inclined toward participation in sports, I joined the rugby
team, making what I felt to be my first good decision as a
college student. However, my needs were definitely not
satisfied by this act alone.
After a rugby party that first Fall, I made my way
reluctantly back to the dorm. For the most part, the dorms
weren't fun for me, or the people I was friendly with. We
quickly grew tired of being parented by people who were
essentially our peers, and constantly having to face the
indomitable tyranny of the resident directors. It was then I
realized how pathetic living in the dorms could be. My
thoughts naturally turned to the Greek system as a salvation
from the otherwise every day banality of existence I experienced while living in the cold grey walls of XXXXX hall. So I
took a chance and rushed Tau Kappa Epsilon. My life from

that point on changed dramatically, and for the better I must
add.
While living in the dorms, my grades were down from
the average I had maintained in High School. This naturally
caused a chop in my morale. Yet upon entering the program at
TKE, my grades began to improve as well as my morale, as I
found myself surrounded by many new friends who were
honestly interested in my welfare. I was no longer a number on
some door in a dorm, by an active and willing participant of
the Greek way of life. Upon becoming a brother, I had no
hesitation moving into the house, in fact, it seemed the only
realistic choice.
In this short story, I'm not trying to push TKE as much
as I'm trying to push Greek life. It is an exciting change, a
chance to meet life long friends, and a new life experience.
After all, that is what college is all about. The only thing you're
going to get in a dorm after four years is bored.
Pyle, Tau Kappa Epsilon

1,1111%.

Alpha Tau Omega
Delta Tau Delta
Kappa Alpha Psi
Kappa Sigma
Lambda Chi Alpha
Phi Gamma Delta
Phi Kappa Sigma
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Sigma Nu
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Theta Chi
Alpha Omicron Pi
Alpha Phi
Chi Omega
Delta Delta Delta
Delta Zeta
Phi Mu
Pi Beta Phi

Sept.
Spring
Jan.
Dec.
Nov.
April
Agst.
March
Jan.
Nov.
Jan.
April
Jan.

1865
1858
1911
1869
1909
1848
1850
1856
1869
1901
1899
1856
1897
1872
April 1895
T.G.E. 1888
1902
March 1852
April 1867

white tea rose
iris
lily of the valley
white rose
purple clematis
violet
white rose
violet rose
red carnation
red carnation
Jacqueminot rose
forget-me-not
white carnation
pansy
pink rose
rose carnation
wine carnation

friendships that were formed
during that very special time in
my life.
Friends still close today
jog many fond memories of the
young men who became my
extended family, my
brothers...("Ogre, Scrapper,
Rughead, Muffins") during those
special formative years. Friends
who were there when I needed
them for support, for guidance, for Chapetrs making recolonization
efforts include: Beta Theta Pi, Delta
companionship. This to me was
Upsilon and Sigma Chi.
the most significant gain from my
Greek experience.
Dean of Student Activities,
William Lucy

Exactly Whose Opinion
is Correct?
New York U. Law School: Students refuse to debate a hypothetical court case involving a divorced lesbian mother trying to get custody of her child. Arguing against her would have been hurtful to gays
and not politically correct.
U. of Michigan: A student was IO ght up on charges and
sentenced to write an essay ("Learned y .-sson") for the school
newspaper, all for reading a limerick abou he supposed homosexual
acts of a famous sports star. His jesting
sn't politically correct.
U. of Connecticut: A proclomatio was recently issued banning
"inappropriately directed laughter" an
e conspicuous exclusion of
students from conversations." Such
are not politically correct.
U.of Wisconsin-Madison: Last fall when an all-American Halloween party was proposed, a majority faction of the Student Senate
protested that the students wearing masks might take advantage of
their anonymity and make rude comments and gestures upon women
and minorities. The party was not a politically correct idea.
Scenes such as these are occuring across the nation, and with far
greater frequency, as colleges and universities become embroiled in the
controversy of political correctness. As student leaders, it's paramount
that you not only understand the PC movement, but that you're
knowledgeable enough to decide where you stand on the issue.
The ideology of "Political Correctness" is nonle, with its goal
being the elimination of prejudice on campus and beyond. This in
itself is uncontroversial. Who would defend gay bashing or racism?
However, the controversy exists because the politically correct movement has seemingly dictorially imposed instead of diplomatically
taught its points and ideas. The unconverted have been silenced and
ideology taken to extremes, as the above examples contest.
Brenda Futrell, "Student Leader" publication

Motivation
Tactics

Once upon a time there was a
fraternity. Thisfraternity
hazed. But that was once upon
a time. DON'T HAZE.
Pr. Edctrs.
Editor ofthe Greek Beat: Mike Laramee,
Kappa Sigma, I.F.C. Public Relations, 581-4160

Communicate candidly. Always tell
the truth and give honest, helpful feedback.
Empower your officers and committees. Allow them to make decisions and to
act with authority,
Help members build skills. Learn to
use campus personal and materials to help
members gain the skills they need to
function effectively in roles of leadership.
Show concern for the well being of
your members. Be concerned about the
physical and psychological health of your
members, and learn to demonstrate that
concern.
Show appreciation. Learn to give
praise, more praise, and still more praiseit's very important.
While these steps can't absolutely guarantee a motivated group, following them
should ensure that you're leading as you'd
like to be lead.
*an excerpt from the "Student
Leader" national publication.

This publication was made possible
by the resources of ASAP located in the
basement of Chadbourne Hall.

